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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken to assess the capability

of leaders in higher education and government agencies to cope with
enrollment, financial and planning problems they will have to face in
the next 10 years. Specifically, a study was made to determine the
feasibility of establishing a national planning congress which would
develop coherent, articulate, and comprehensive national policies and
strategies to guide the growth of higher education. To, determine the
current status of planning for higher education and the extent to
which planning efforts were being coordinated at the national level,
70 seminars were conducted and numerous individuals interviewed. Part
1 of the report presents the findings concerning the present status
of planning at various levels, reviews prospects for planning, and
recommends that the establishment of a national congress is not
advisable. Part 2 deals with the positive recommendation of this
study: an Education Act of 1970, designed to improve institutional
and statewide planning for education at all levels, to strengthen the
federal government's capacity to coordinate its own educational
support programs, and to establish education clearly as a major
national concern. Appendices are attached. (AF)
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December 31, 1969

Dr. James E. Allen, Jr.
Assistant Secretary of Health,

Education and Welfare
330 Independence Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Dr. Allen:

We are pleased to submit the report of the Academy for Educational
Development on the feasibility of establishing a national plannirig
congress for higher education. This report on the status of planning
in higher education contains our recommendations for guiding its
future growth. It was completed as Phase I of a four-phase project
in accordance with Contract No. OEC -0-8-980797-4634 (010).

Throughout the country, the need for education to look ahead has never
been greater. We have found, however, that the present planning
capabilities of institutions and of state and federal governments are
inadequate to safeguard the future well-being of higher education, and
its response to the changing needs of individuals and society. We were
struck with the sense of inadequacy and frustration that pervades
planners and administrators as they try to cope with rising costs, mush-
rooming enrollment, dissension, and exigent new demands. Ironically,
proliferating government support programs designed to ameliorate the
situation often aggravate it.

Extensive interviews and seminars held all around the country brought
us the views and experience of key people concerned with planning for
higher education: college presidents and chief planning officers, federal
and state government officials, association representatives, members
of the research community, economists, and other key people in educa-
tion and government. (Our study of each state's procedures for higher-
education planning, summarized in an appendix to this report, will be
published separately in full under the title, "A State by State SumMary
of Higher-Education Planning.")



Dr. James E. Allen, Jr.
Page 2

For the first time on a national scale, college and university adminis-
trators facing similar problems every day had the chance to get
together and talk about what must be done to improve planning. The
resounding impression the Academy drew from these men and women
was the immediate need for vigorous action to improve planning.
Clearly the only effective response is changed and improved planning
that will aid education broadly Ett all levels.

This report rejects, therefore, the possibility of establishing a national
planning congress. However,the report does go on to propose an Educa-
tion Act of 1970, of the scope we believe is necessary to make a sub-
stantial impact on the educational planning process, not only for higher
education, but for elementary and secondary education, too.

Sincerely,

Alvin C. Eurich
President



SUMMARY

In this report the Academy for Educational Development offers two major

recommendations on how to improve planning for higher education through-

out the nation, .one negative and one positive. The negative recommendation

against the establishment of a national planning congress to guide the growth

of higher education -- is a direct response to the Academy's original assign-

ment from the U. S. Office of Education.

The positive recommendation -- an outgrowth of the study's negative find-

ings -- proposes an Education Act of 1970 designed to improve institutional

and statewide planning for education at all levels, to strengthen the federal

government's capacity to coordinate its own educational support programs,

and to establish education more clearly as a major national concern.

The provisions of the proposed act are as follows:

1. A declaration of policy by the U. S. Congress which

explicitly states the federal government's responsibility

for extending and improving educational opportunity.

2. An annual Education Report by the President to the Con-

gress, setting forth:

= . . ...... ..... 4.7.Z. ... 1L. A --..3Z. U.I.---1.21. CS--,...
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The extent of educational opportunities in the

United States, their quality, and the improve-

ments needed to carry out national policy.

Current and foreseeable trends in education.

A review and assessment of federal education pro-

grams during the preceding year.

A program for carrying out policy more effect-

ively, plus recommendations for appropriate

legislation.

3. A Department of Education, headed by a Secretary of Cabinet

rank with the specifically designated responsibility of coord-

inating all federal programs in. support of education.

4. A Council of Educational Advisers, reporting to the Secretary

of Education, and charged with helping him to evaluate educa-

tional trends, appraise federal programs, and formulate

others in line with national policy.

5. A Joint Committee of the Congress on Education, composed

of the senior members of the Senate and House Committees

concerned with education, and charged with:



. Receiving and studying the President's annual

Education Report.

. Submitting each year its own findings and its re-

commendations on the main points of the President's

report.

. Conducting studies on important educational issues.

6. Funds to strengthen state agencies in carrying out comprehen-

sive planning for education at all levels.

7. Funds to establish programs to train educational planners;

and to establish a National Institute for Educational Manage-

ment that would investigate, develop, and apply improved

planning and management techniques for education.

This report exceeds the limits of the study originally called for by the U. S.

Office of Education, not only by including elementary and secondary educa-

tion, but by suggesting changes in the federal system of educational support

that go beyond " planning" as narrowly construed. Only through such

thorough-going changes can the federal government, the states, and in-

dividual institutions meet the critical need for better educational planning.

Academy investigations for this study documented the present crisis in

higher-education planning, which the recent precipitous rise in college
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enrollment brought to a head, but which is the outcome, essentially, of

our patchwork methods of educational support. The prime cause is

neither the dearth of trained educational planners, nor prevailing con-

fusion as to what planning really means or can accomplish, but the in-

ability of all those concerned with and responsible for education in this

country to work together effectively.. This failure stands out most

clearly in present methods and procedures for planning,but in fact it

underlies all major educational problems today.

In the Academy's judgment, the proposed Education Act of 1970 will

help the President, his education officials, the Congress, the states

and the institutions -- individually and cooperatively -- to fulfill their

particular constitutional and historical responsibilities. Their smooth

working relationship will, in the long run, constitute the most effective

national planning for education.
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PART I

I. THE ASSIGNMENT

By 1975 nine or ten million students will be seeking college and univer-

sity education. In order to be able to accept these students and to pro-

vide them with the types of educational programs they need, higher educa-

tion institutions will require no less than $40 billion in operating and

capital expenses then, compared to $20 billion now. Where will the

money come from? How will it be apportioned among the many needs?

What planning is being done today to assure that higher education will

be ready to meetthe needs in 1975, 1980, and in subsequent years?

The Academy for Educational Development, at the request of the U.S.

Office of Education, set out to determine -- not the answers to the

above listed questions -- but the capability of leaders in higher educa-

tion institutions and government agencies to answer them. Specifically,

we were asked to determine the feasibility of "establishing a national

planning congress which would develop coherent, articulate, and com-
. .

prehensive national policies and strategies which could guide the

growth of higher education so that it might more effectively and more

relevantly meet the needs of the nation in years to come." In order to

meet the terms of the contract the Academy considered various aspects

of a' national planning congress, particularly what it could do, and how
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whatever it might do could be done. As the study developed, other

broader alternatives were proposed and considered.

To begin with, the Academy found it necessary to determine the status

of planning for higher education and the extent to which planning efforts

were being coordinated at the national level. In determining this status,

the Academy:

Conducted 70 seminars in 27 cities with presidents

and other high level administrators of two and four

year colleges, both private and public -- the men

and women who are (or should be) directly involved

in higher-education planning.

Met with representatives of state higher education

coordinating agencies, higher education associations,

and other key people concerned with the future of

higher education.

Interviewed members of federal and state agencies

and national research organizations that support

[ higher education. .

f

i Evaluated a number of proposals by government and
r
1
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private organizations relating to increased coordination
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and planning for higher education.

Requested planning documents from every accredited

college and university in the country.

Surveyed every state's planning procedure as it

related to higher education, both public and private,

including such matters as coordination and governance,

facilities construction, student aid programs,

vocational-technical programs, and medical education.

This work produced a unique collection from all over the country of in-

stitutional, state, and federal plans, reports on the attitudes towards

planning of higher education and government leaders, and their views

as to the preeminent needs in any national planning effort. As a result

of analyzing these materials, and on the basis of its own experience,

the Academy evaltates in this report the present status of planning in

higher education, and suggests what must be done to improve it -- in

institutions, states, and within the federal government.

Among the questions the Academy considered were the following:

What characterizes the most effective planning

efforts?

=, _a IV.sur wra
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Who is responsible for planning within institutions

and government agencies? What do they need to

know to plan well?

What kinds of resources -- current data, comparative

information, research results -- are available to plan-

ners?

How do institutions and governments use plans? Do

plans significantly influence future policy?

What are the major national educational issues with

which planners must concern themselves?

What are the stumbling blocks to better planning at all

levels? To what extent can federal action remove or

minimize them?

. *.

1110.
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2. FINDINGS: PRESENT STATUS OF PLANNING FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION

Colleges and universities, state and federal agencies, regional groups,

and private organizations make a great many plans for higher education.

However, these efforts are by and large inadequate. For one thing,

these groups and institutions exert small influence on the course of

events that will most affect their future. Another reason is the paucity

of skilled planners -- planners who understand modern techniques;

e. g. , the correlation between educational "inputs" and "outputs,"

methods to translate these factors into dollars and cents, procedures

for projecting needs and costs into the future.

Furthermore, skilled practitioners of planning seldom play an integral

part in the policy-and decision-making process of colleges and univer-

sities -- some because their chief interest is research, others because

their responsibilities within an institution or agency are strictly financial.

In addition, all planners need extensive information to plan well, statistical

data as well as the results of research. Inadequate information is a

serious problem.

Finally, confusion prevails in all quarters over what planning really

means. Educators tend to confuse it with "control, " and many feel that

more effective planning, especially state and national planning, will

...._____,.... c.me II. .... : %. i Ilak A
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threaten institutional freedom and educational diversity.

Academy investigations into the status of planning in various sectors

of higher education reveal the following:

Within states:

A. The most effective planning for higher education is being carried

out by some state coordinating agencies. The best of them are man-

dated by state legislatures to take a comprehensive statewide view of

higher education. They have the authority to draw public institutions

of higher education together for planning purposes, and settle disputes

between them. State coordinating agencies often serve the additional

function, vital to good planning, of mediating between educational and

political interests, helping to explain one side to the other.

B. Although some of these coordinating bodies have extensive planning

staffs available to work with institutions and develop statewide plans,

insufficient operating funds forces many such bodies to depend on the
I

work of outside agencies. State legislatures vote funds more willingly

for special projects than for continuing support. This practice prevents

the development of a permanent planning staff, and can cost more in the

long run.
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C. A major failing of state coordinating agencies for higher education

is their exclusion of private higher education. Many have been stymied

by the church-state issue, although a growing number have begun to

itrrite representatives of private colleges and universities to sit in,

at least, on state planning activities.

D. The proliferation of state agencies (some federally mandated) support-

ing various aspects of higher education -- student aid, vocational-tech-

nical programs, community colleges -- tends to weaken the effective-

ness of primary coordinating agencies insofar as it divides authority

and responsibility among many groups, thus inhibiting comprehensive

statewide planning.

E. As the day approaches when some kind of post-secondary education

will be available to all who seek it, it becomes increasingly necessary

to relate higher education more closely to developments in elementary

and secondary education, and to programs of adult and continuing educa-

tion. The majority of state coordinating agencies have no such broad

authority. Thus one finds overlapping responsibilities and confused

planning in such areas as two-year colleges, vocational-technical educa-

tion, and special programs for ill-prepared high school graduates seek-

ing higher education.
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Within institutions of higher education:

A. The planning efforts of colleges and universities are very uneven,

ranging from nothing at all to volumes of data and projections supporting

comprehensive master plans.

B. The sine qua non of good planning is a president who understandstrit.~~ * ...ow

what it is all about. Such presidents direct small private colleges as

well as large public universities. In general, however, the Academy

found the most comprehensive planning in large public universities.

Their sheer size and rate of growth have forced them into the kind of

planning small colleges seldom undertake. Because of the strength

and influence of the big public institutions, they can make and carry

out their plans with less frustraticn than weaker institutions encounter

in state government councils.

C. At best, however, the Academy found university plans seldom docu-

mented as to cost or sources of funds. Nor do they present, in most

cases, alternative plans of action to achieve the expansion that is in-

variably called for. The assumption prevails that growth is so im-

minent and imperative as to obviate extensive documentation, espectally

in graduate and professional schools.

D. The Academy believes a basic cause for inadequate planning in

colleges and universities is their vulnerability to outside forces on

I

1

:
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faculty, students, and the community at large which in many cases

which they wield no influence, but which strongly influence them.

of higher education are increasingly dependent; and pressures from

These forces include state and federal support, on which institutions

' I-9

exceed traditional responsibilities of the institution and its ability to

respond.

E. State colleges, since they are often controlled from the state capitol,

tend to regard planning as an instrument of external control. Planning

for state colleges is best in those states that assign it to a Coordinating

agency that includes institutional representatives in the planning pro-

cess. In states delegating this responsibility to a state budget office

or legislative council, plans az e less successful, and state colleges

often resent them as restrictive and unresponsive.

F. Community colleges, rapidly growing in response to present needs,

have in many cases evolved imaginative and far-reaching plans, if only

because they have no tradition or precedent to fall back on. On the

other hand, their future is intricately bound up with political and social

(especially local) developments. The Academy believes that the next

major step should be to relate community-college planning more closely

to other sectors of higher education and to secondary education.

4
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G. The greatest range of quality manifests itself in the. planning

efforts of private colleges and universities. Relatively few of these

institutions have the funds, staff, and .confidence to chart their own

courses. The majority of private institutions make no extensive plans

simply because of a bleak uncertainty that they can survive long enough

to make planning worthwhile. What is needed, they feel, if America

wants to preserve the diversity and pluralism provided by private

higher education, are flexible new forms of public support.

Within private organizations and regional higher-education associations:

A. Organizations such as the Western Interstate Council on Higher

Education, which focus on regional planning for higher education, deal

with crucial problems basic to good planning, and disseminate their

findings among administrators and government and institutional plan-

ners. Their work has the added advantage of drawing together college

and university officials in the region to work on common problems.

B. The Education Commission of the States acts as a private or regional

group in that it is without prescribed administrative responsibilities.

On the other hand, each member state wishing to join must first obtain

legislative or executive approval. Thus the Commission offers a

unique structure -- national but not "federal, " with features of a de-

fa'
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tached research group as well as of a public body -- that could help to

pull together elements for better national planning for higher education.

The Commission could begin by acting as a center for information ex-

change, and a forum where planners and administrators could compare

notes, and help each other with common problems.

C. Private foundations and research organizations in recent years have

recognized the need for a comprehensive approach to planning for higher

education, and have generated broadly based research that can be of

significant help in the future. The work of the Carnegie Commission
.

on Higher Education is a good example. But by their very nature,

private groups are not charged with maintaining the general public welfare,

nor can they expect to directly shape legislation. As a result, such

private research in educational planning has tended to justify and guide

educational developments growing out of political decisions rather than

to influence those decisions.

Within the federal government:

A. Despite the widespread assumption that the federal government engages

in a great deal of planning, Academy investigations turned up few federal

comprehensive planning documents with real influence on policy or

operatiOns. Agency budgets and prepared testimony bearing on pro-

posed legislation contain elements of planning, but their scope is limited
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to the agency in question; budgets provide detailed projections only

for the next fiscal year. Since planning and operations are often

assigned to different offices with a department or agency, it is difficult

to mesh these functions effectively.

B. The federal government has no satisfactory means to coordinate

the forty-plus separate agencies sponsoring programs in support of

education among others, the Department of Defense, the Office of

Economic Opportunity, the National Science.Foundation, the Atomic

Energy Commission, and the Public Health Service. Although each

group's plans may be well-conceived, they are insufficiently integrated

within the total federal effort. On paper, the Federal Interagency Com-

mittee on Education would appear to fulfill a coordinating function, but

in practice it lacks the authority conferred by full Executive support.

As a result, these agencies often plan at cross purposes.

C. The Academy finds that the lack of planners, and of administrators

who understand planning, adversely affects federal as well as state

education agencies and individual institutions. The prime reason may

be that fluctuating levels of public support for governMent programs

favor administrators who can respond quickly to changing circumstances,

rather than those with the long-range vision that characterizes good

planners.
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D. The lack of a federal policy on education continues as a major

impediment to better planning within the federal government, and by

extension, within every segment of education receiving federal support.

While federal responsibility for the well-being of our schools and colleges

(and students) seems to underly the legislation that supports education,

a federal policy is nowhere explicitly stated, nor fully agreed upon.

E. The federal government collects voluminous information from

colleges and universities, and from the states, but it is too fragmentary,

out-of-date, and undigested to be of much use to administrators working

on day-to-day problems of institutional management, or to federal

education officials.

F. The Bureau of the Budget, because of its control of the purse-strings,

emerges as a powerful force in the federal planning process. Although

the Bureau is not a planning agency, the internal papers prepared by

its staff serve, in the absence of effective agency plans, as strong

guides to agency programs and operations.

G. The investigations of the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress

into national economic concerns (including the economics of education)

exemplify the kind of. national, publicly-supported research activity

needed to shed light on all educational issues.

. ..umma.ouyl.Mu..a.bt.a.rar.mrn......wsrwwwwlabwmwNON
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H. The use of the Program Planning Budgeting System (PPBS) within

federal agencies has met with mixed success. Key government officials

reported to the Academy that although cost-benefit studies help fiscal

planning, PPBS will require further adaptation to the needs of educa-

tion to be fully constructive. Congress has rejected the use of the

PPBS format by the U. S. Office of Education when presenting programs

for congressional review, apparently in the belief that it does not

accurately represent what really happens in Office of Education programs.

In the end, PPBS can succeed only if it is integrally related to all

operations and planning, and carried out by those who understand it.

I. Recent reorganizations within the Office of Education will help to

raise planning to a position of greater influence on internal policy and

programs. Until now planning within the Office of Education has

suffered from the same problems poor inter-bureau communications,

distance from decision-makers, and first-line loyalty to its clients

(i. e. , the schools) -- that beset the planning efforts of other agencies.

aws, almeawas, dr.. [ Amy., .......... Am& 44
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3. FINDINGS: PROSPECTS FOR NATIONAL PLANNING

Proponents of more and better public planning for education realize

that many people still regard it with suspicion, as at best a necessary

but risky expedient to achieve desired ends. Americans tend to mis-

trust centralized government authority particularly when it impinges

on something as personal as their children's education. Some people

still regard any kind of planning as a threat to individual freedom,

whether it be the freedom to develop innovations, or the freedom to

maintain the status quo. These attitudes constitute, in the Academy's

opinion, a root cause for the reluctance in many quarters to embrace

the concept of educational planning at a national level.

Although planning is now accepted in business, industry, defense, and

in the conduct of certain health and economic policies, there is a

widespread belief that the diversity of American educational processes

would be stifled by more planning. The fact that in many cases such

high-sounding phrases as "educational diversity" and "intellectual

freedom" are used to mask strong personal or institutional desires to

maintain present positions of power serves to explain both the depth

of such fears and their frequent irrationality.

On the other hand, there is a growing recognition that in a complex

I a I e. ammArms. amda mar AS Sat Ir IN ear.. .114 amstab r r.ina ...s AsAA [Am Asa rat. am...Apar 4.44. i/l.mm.eamaPP.
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modern society individual initiative alone will not guarantee success..

Not only in education, but in such fields as health and environmental

development, the evidence indicates that future success will require

more -- not less -- good planning.

The successful landing of a man on the moon was possible only through

long -term, thorough planning. This costly and technologically complex

achievement required a new partnership to be forged between universities,

the federal government and private industry. The task required new kinds

of organization, fresh knowledge, new tools, higher levels of job perfor-

Mance, and the close-knit cooperation of hundreds of thousands of people

in private industry, the military, and the government. United behind

a clear goal, they worked together magnificently to achieve it.

If Americans can thus collaborate in conquering the uncharted realms

of space, why can we not work more closely together in achieving

educational goals? What are the stumbling blocks to this kind of com-

prehensive planning for the education of our children?

In the first place, we have yet to agree on a goal or goals for education

as clear-cut or compelling as putting an American on the moon. We

must plan toward such a goal, but the world of education is far too

diffused and diversified for goals to be easily arrived at. Furthermore,
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in the space effort, we were moving into entirely new territory and

the problems were largely technical. Education involves people and

a tangled web of structures and relationships built up over the past

300 years.

Much of today's student unrest -- and our failure to deal adequately

with it -- reflects the complexity of the problem. Student unrest is
.

the smoke from many different fires. The issues are ideological,

racial, and institutional. Students are demanding, in effect, a realign-

ment of national priorities.

Although colleges and universities (and, increasingly, high schools)

bear the brunt of student dissatisfaction, they are powerless to respond

to many of these demands, because, acting individually, they cannot

deal effectively with the complex issues involved. Individual planning

efforts, however appropriate within the framework of the institution

that conceived them, are ineffective in the broader social context. Thus

some planning officers, recognizing their inability to make basic assump-

tions with any degree of certainty, retreat to the narrower aspects of

planning over which they do feel some control -- student enrollment

projections based on current programs, square footage, etc.

Although students decry educational irrelevance, it may in fact be

argued that their education is irrelevant not to commonly accepted (but
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often unexamined) educational goals, but rather to the values and goals

that students hold important. To the student, the college offers the

most immediate and vulnerable target upon which to vent his dis-

satisfaction with the larger society. But the college, even when it

would like to reorder its priorities, even when it sympathizes with

its student dissidents, cannot achieve real change unless new priorities

are made explicit at the national level, and until the institutions and

government come to more realistic terms in working out their ever

closer relationship.

In addition to students, other groups in education are becoming increas-

ingly vocal in expressing their views. Although they were at one time

looked on as forums for the advancement of education generally, they

are sharpening their purposes and defining their constituencies.

Teachers' unions, for instance, having successfully pressed for higher

teacher salaries, now are a major power in education. At the same

time, they have lost the image of an essentially "benevolent" group

supported by all those interested in educational improvement. In much

the same way, higher-education associations no longer speak for the

"general good of education." The expansion of higher education has

required them to clarify their purposes. In order to serve any effec-

tive function in promoting national educational welfare, it has become

.
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increasingly necessary for them to speak exclusively for their parti-,

cular membership.

The more viewpoints to be considered in making plans for edUcation,

the harder it is to move ahead under present arrangements. In this

sense, the increased power of teachers' unions or student groups,

for example, is an obstacle to educational planning as it is presently

conducted, as are other outside influences. The solution is not to dilute

the influence of these groups, which legitimately represent important

interests (as do regents, trustees, legislators, taxpayers' organizations,

parents, and professional organizations) but to find effective means to

involve them in cooperative planning for all of education.
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4. RECOMMENDATION

On the basis of its findings for this study and its experience in education,

the Academy recommends against the establishment of a national plan-

ning congress, as originally proposed, at this time.

At the time this project was undertaken, the Bureau of Research of

the U.S. Office of Education expected that after a year of exploration

and status evaluation the Academy would suggest the appointment of

a 100-member national plarining congress to:

develop, over a two-year period, strategies (based

on research and investigation carried out by a staff)

for achieving goals and directions that would more

effectively meet national needs in higher education.

create smaller regional congresses to provide proper

representation of the various segments of higher edu-

cation in the national body.

The idea for convening a national group is not new. The last two decades

have produced a number of suggestions, varying in scope, for the creation

of bodies to carry out studies and to make recommendations for improving

different levels of our educational system. The Commission on the
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Financing of Higher-Education in the early 1950's had many of the .

attributes of the planning congress posited at the beginning of this

project. Certain Presidential task forces have had similar characteris-

tics. In the past, various independent committees, some broadly based

and others quite specialized, have dealt with an array of policy issues.

The degree to which such independent groups influenced change in

educational substance or structure varied considerably.

The Office of Education originally felt that a new congress specifically

devoted to national planning could, without duplicating the efforts of

these precursors, significantly broaden the information base on which

effective planning depends and develop position papers to guide future

action. As the Academy investigations proceeded, however, and con-

tact was established with an extensive number of institutions, agencies,

and organizations both in and out of the government, it became in-

creasingly clear that more than a congress was needed for developing

coherent, and comprehensive national policies and strategies to guide

the growth of higher education in the years to come. .

The prime difficulty that a national planning congress would face is the

lack of "community" among colleges and universities. The effectiveness

of the sort of congress originally proposed would largely depend on the

extent of trust and cooperation it commanded among institutions of
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higher education. Academy investigations raised doubts that the essential

community of interests, in a practical sense, actually exists. Although

institutions of higher education share many concerns, inter-institutional

cooperation as a day-to-day, working arrangement is still rudimentary.

Competition for funds and status among institutions poses a fundamental

obstacle to a national planning congress. The Academy discerned a

pervasive feeling that, within the context of a national planning congress,

each kind of institution (if not each individual institution) would be placing

itself at a disadvantage.

In a different area, Academy findings led to the conclusion that a dupli-

cation of effort, on more than one level, was inevitable. The Carnegie

Commission, for instance, is already well staffed, more than adequately

supported by funds, and draws for its research, ideas, and projects
.

upon many of the same sources available to a national planning congress.

Efforts of federally staffed agencies engaged in planning would also be

duplicated to some extent. But there would be an even more serious

kind of duplication at another, more conceptual, level.

The national planning congress as originally projected, while it would be

supported by federal funds, would be limited in its influence on national

policies by the same problems within the federal structure that prompted

the enquiry into the feasibility of such a congress in the first place.
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Furthermore, whatever influence the congress might exert on policies

for higher education would tend to create a counter-demand for congresses

or commissions that might speak to the federal government for other

levels of education and other points of view. Indeed, a number of

groups are already advocating new directions for all levels of educa-

tion. No new group, such as the proposed congress, can expect signifi-

cantly greater success in effecting change, unless the impact of its re-

commendations is reinforced by more basic changes in federal educa-

tional policy..

The influence of the Carnegie Commission, for instance, is circum-

scribed by its private status. It has great prestige, to be sure, but its

influence depends largely upon that prestige; it has no public mandate.

By comparison, the proposed national planning congress would have two

strikes against it. Lacking, on the one hand, the Carnegie Commission's

freedom of action, it would gain, on the other hand, only minor leverage

from its public status, having federal connections at a relatively low

governmental. level and a very limited mandate.

In recommending against a national planning congress at this time, the

Academy also disputes the notion that the way to better planning lies in

an "one- shot" approach. It would agree, however, that the federal

government's strategy of appointing ad hoc groups to explore and analyze
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educational problems has been, to the extent of their mandates, success-

ful. Composed of blue-ribbon members, these groups -- task forces,

commissions, conferences -- have helped to focus national attention on

critical educational issues, and have provided opportunities for educa-

tional leaders to work together on national problems.

Increasingly, however, the major educational problems today -- espe-

cially those which require comprehensive planning -- do not lend them-

selves to this approach. Underlying many of these problems, in fact,

is the lack of a' permanent integrated capability within the public structure

of educational support that can develop and put into effect the ideas that

thew. ad hoc groups initiate.

Ad hoc groups cannot really be effective unless their efforts can be more

integrally related to governmental structure and processes. Only in a

lengthy series of steps does the recommendation of an ad hoc group be-

come law. After gaining support in an executive agency, it must make

its way to a congressional committee, become incorporated into legislation,

and receive first authorization and then appropriations sufficient to carry

it out. Subsequent legislation, as well as the vagaries of annual appro-

priating procedures, will further affect the program's future. What is

required to make the work of ad hoc groups effective is some way to tie

educational needs in more closely with the governmental processes which
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must deal with them, and to instill greater, responsibility and respon-

siveness in these processes.

In rejecting the establishment of a national planning congress, however,

the Academy in no way disputes the need for national planning. On the

contrary, the Academy believes that better national planning is critically

needed today and that planning efforts throughout the country must be

related to one another and to stated national policy. National educational

planning can be effective only as part of a strong new role for education

within the federal structure that will ensure top-level, high-priority

attention by both the executive and legislative branches of government.
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PART II

I. RATIONALE

If a national planning congress on 'higher education would fall far short

of meeting America's urgent needs for cohesive planning for education,

what then is required? The Academy for Educational Development

found that its recent investigations sharpened impressions formed by

many years of study and experience in education. And although a con-

gress established at this time would, it appears, fail to accomplish its

purpose, there emerges more strongly than ever the urgent need to

set education on a strong new course. Planning is central to this ob-

jective.

The Academy feels obliged, therefore, to go beyond the limits of the

original mandate, and offer the positive by-products of a negative finding.

For the recommendation against a national congress was largely deter-

mined by the conviction, emerging from recent investigations, that the

obstacles to improved national planning for education are too great to

be surmounted by such a congress. What is required are major changes

in the patchwork arrangements that now constitute educational planning.

These changes must encompass all of education, from institutional plan-

ning at the grassroots to the very structure of the federal role in educa-

tion and educational planning.
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The need for improved planning cannot start nor stop with higher educa-

tion; the lack of good planning affects all levels of education, from pre-

schooling to graduate and professional education. The flaws in present

procedures manifest themselves in every aspect of the problem in-

vestigated, large or small, local or national, theoretical or pragmatic.

At one extreme could be cited such a simple and, one might think,

easily remediable flaw as the lack of standardized forms for institutions

to use in compiling information, working out plans, or requesting funds.

At the other extreme is the lack of consensus on what "national planning"

means, or should mean, as applied to education -- a lack by no means

as abstract and tangential as it may sound. A middle-of-the-spectrum

example is the paucity of trained educational planners and of effective

programs for developing them.

What follows, then, are the positive convictions that grew out of the

negative results of the study summarized in Part I of this report.
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2. PLANNING AS PROCESS

Though this report exceeds the limits of the original study as corn-.

missioned, it does not venture into the perilous terrain of specific

educational goals. It simply accepts, as a given, the nation's com-

mitment to the broad purpose of providing educational opportunities of

high quality for everyone able and willing to take advantage of them.

Since planning in vacuo is a contradiction in terms, it has been necessary

to assume some such broad objective. But this report has not pre-

sumed to get into the particulars of learning theory and practice, com-

petitive systems of instruction, individual needs vs. social needs, and

all the other basic questions of educational purpose.

The focus of the Academy's study has been on how to realize accepted

educational objectives: in short, with the process of how to reach goals.

Another name for this process is "planning." The study has tried to

analyze the current state of the art, the prospects for improving it,

and the best routes to this end.

Educational planning is a never-ending process through which educators,

public officials, scholars, and citizens at large (including, be it noted,

students) can best improve the performance of schools and colleges.

Implicit in this definition is the need for reform, for change. For the

present state of the nation's educational system (or nonsystem), gives
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small ground for complacency, however much opinions may differ

on the specific remedies for curing the defects of education-as-usual.

The key to reforming American education is new ideas __ new ideas to

challenge educational dogmas, to stimulate change, to suggest lines

of research and development. Underlying new ideas must be a spirit

clf enquiry and experiment which constantly asks: Why? Why twelve

years in the lower schools? Why four years for the bachelor's degree?

Why this subject or that? Why a particular student-teacher ratio? Why

is five the right age to start school? The whys are endless.

But public policy for American education has not evolved in ways that

foster such continual questioning, or that facilitate change. Our

educational enterprise is not organized to encourage progress or to

meet rapidly changing needs.

Whereas organization should serve purpose, in American education the

order is almost reversed: entrenched organization virtually dictates

purpose and hinders, if it does not actually prohibit, needed change.

The nation has never really made the transition from the era when

education was a purely private or local concern to the present day

and to the full recognition of the national stake in education. Only re-

cently have we begun to move toward this recognition.
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Furthermore, in a democracy that values and want's to preserve

pluralism, the scattered forces operating on education compound the

difficulties of formulating clear-cut procedures for developing and

carrying out public policies. But these difficulties do not absolve us

from making the effort to find out what we are doing now in education,

why we are doing it, and how we can do it better.

Education must be viewed in broad perspective. Public policies pro-

foundly affect every part of our educational system, and indeed the

quality of our society as a whole. If any enterprise engages man's

innermost values, hopes, and responsibilities, it is nurturing the

young -- and taking care not to do them more harm than good. What

America does now about the education of its young, in the schools and
. .

colleges, at home and in the community, will in large part determine

the society our children build in the decades. ahead.

Today many educational innovations are on the verge of wide adoption --

or adaptation. Ten years from now American education is likely to
.

have changed profoundly. But how will it have changed? For if

educators do not plan for change, change will overtake them, in re-

sponse to specific crises and to pressure from special interest groups.

Instead of creating a tapestry, we will. find ourselves handing down

another patchwork quilt.
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Today corporate, governmental, scholarly, and philanthropic or ganiza-

tions are systematically trying to discern the probable effect of the

future on their particular enterprises or on society as a whole. These.

projections, rigorous and disciplined, mark a new stage in man's efforts

to control his destiny. They are based not on speculation but on hard

data, and related to specific policies, not wishful dreams.

Educators, and officials concerned with education should heed this com-

prehensive approach to planning. Their attitude should be open-minded

and eclectic as they try to map out alternatives. They should not approach

the future with fixed conceptions as to what it will bring and what educa-

tion must be like. Nor should they view educational planning merely as

a technical problem in resource allocation or systems design. Rather,

the future should be seen as a challenge -- a challenge demanding pre-

cise and yet flexible judgments and plans.

In nearly every aspect of education, troublesome questions and un-

certainties loom. Here are some major issues that educators must

take account of in their planning, and that should concern any national

mechanism that can be developed for more effective educational plan-

ning:

The growing size and the changing nature of the

student population wanting to pursue higher education.
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Constant change in the volume and structure of

knowledge, with implications for the curriculum

at all levels of education.

Developments in educational technology and new

methods of instruction (including no instruction at

all), and their potential effects on teaching, facilities,

and staffing.

T.he expanding service role of higher education

carried out through such means as direct action pro-

grams, contract research, and programs of continuing

education.

The financial needs of education including the sources

and forms of support, and the differing problems faced

by public as against private institutions.

The legal rights and responsibilities of institutions and
.

of individuals (students and faculty), and their relation-

ships and responsibilities to each other and to the com-

munity.

The continuing need for useful information -- by in-

stitutions, government, foundations, etc. , -- and
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for timely communication among all concerned.

The role, scope, and impact of government; the con-

sequences of statewide or regional governance and

coordination and of intra-governmental planning, and

the future federal role as exercised through money,

through information, and through directives.

The potential for joint cooperative activities on a much

enlarged scale among institutions here and abroad.

The problems of managing institutions, exploiting

new techniques, and devising new tools to meet new

problems.

The effectiveness of educational and financial plan-

ning within and among institutions and governments.

The nurturing in American education of fruitful

diversity.

The growing number of special interest groups and

their role in furthering educational objectives.
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3. REQUISITE STEPS TO MEET THE CURRENT CRISIS IN
EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

To respond to the urgency of education's needs and to the challenge of

the future, we need to make better plans. If planning fails to match

the national scope of education's problems, all our talk about innova-
a

tion and change will go for nothing. There are today centers of educa-

tional development and leadership all around the country, pockets of

educational innovation. But we know little of how to evaluate these

seminal programs, nor how to relate them to education in general.

A. America needs a national educational policy that reflects and co-

ordinates contributions by all sectors.

The past two decades have produced a flood of federal legislation in

support of education -- more in the last six years alone than in the

entire previous history of the country. It has been designed to help

meet the needs of preschool, elementary and secondary, vocational,

and higher education, stimulating facilities construction, curriculum

development, research, student financial aid, institutional development,

teacher training, and programs of special assistance tis previously

neglected students. The funds appropriated for these and other educa-

tionally-related programs bring the total of the federal government's

annual support for education to over $12 billion, making it the largest
g
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single supporter of the nation's total educational effort.

One piece of legislation has crowded upon another with no attempt to

fit the new laws into any overall scheme of educational policy. As a

result, separate pieces of legislation (directed to specific problems)

have tended to create an' overall policy, rather than the reverse.

Education is woven into our total social fabric. Because all segments

of society depend upon education,. they all share the responsibility to

improve the true productiveness of our schools, colleges, and other

avenues -- formal and informal -- of learning. Business, industry,

and the professions, to select examples from the private sector, have

a great stake in the quality of American education: if education is to

meet the urgent demands of the future, wider participation by such

groups is mandatory. They must participale not only in the educational

process itself, as many industries and professions already do through

programs for their employees or professional membership, but also

in decisions affecting the quality of our formal educational system.

These "outside" efforts include not only the training and retraining

conducted by business and the professions but a wide range of other

activities such as: programs sponsored by the armed forces and other

groups within the federal government; curriculum development and

the design, production, and distribution of educational materials;



information handling and transmission; programs of domestic and

foreign assistance in which education plays a large part; independent

study programs; the development of technological hardware and

software; and activities of all kinds in the literary, visual, and per-

forming arts.

At present no all-encompassing framework correlates these wide-

ranging contributions to the total educational effort. We call on

business and industry to help educate ghetto-dwellers, for example,

but provide them limited opportunities tc relate what they do or could

do to other educational programs directed towards the same end. We

speak of television's potential to improve education, but have no means

for assessing the national impact of television on education, nor for

encouraging its integration into other educational efforts. We talk of

the need to innovate, but have no means to reap the insights of "far

out" educational experimenters, educational entrepreneurs, and

others who are far happier with innovation and change than most people

in our educational system, and who might contribute greatly toward

basic reforms.

The prime need in educational planning today is some kind of frame-

work to encourage all elements of education at all levels to work to-

gether -- traditional and innovative, public and private, sectarian

t
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and nonsectarian, proprietary and nonprofit, formal and informal.

The vindication of America's pluralistic system of education depends

on establishing strong working relationships among these sectors.

A clearly-stated national policy on education is basic to this partner-

ship.

B. The many educational programs carried on within the federal

government need better coordination.

Federal support of education is not monolithic; it emanates from

numerous departments and agencies, which often have primary interests

other than education. This diffusion reflects not merely past legislative

and political history, but the interweaving of education throughout

society.

Committees within the federalfederal government are charged with coordinating

federal activities in e ucation, but to small effect. Although most

federal agencies assess their programs to some degree, there exists

no capability for an overall evaluation of the federal effect on our

pluralistic educational system, or for relating.it to national needs.

The individual federal and state agencies responsible for specific pro-

grams in support of education lack both capability and authority to

take this broad view.
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C. Education must hold a much higher position than it now holds in

the structure of federal government.

Americans, especially the economically exploited and racially oppresied,

realize what education could do for them, and want the right kind of

educational opportunities. The ultimate target for their demands is

the federal government. Legislators and appointed officials are

finding themselves forced to give education more time and attention.

In the Academy's judgMent, education's close connection with the most

urgent problems of our society mandates the upgrading of the importance

of education among federal concerns. This judgment is hardly shocking:

numerous task forces, private organizations, and leading citizens have

stressed the same need, some recommending advisory groups (either

temporary or permanent) within the White House or "close to the

President, " others canine' for a Department of Education. And, in

fact, recent years have seen some structural change and development

to reflect this concern. The creation of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, the designation of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion as Assistant Secretary of HEW for Education, and the proliferation

of units within the Office of Education and other federal agencies

indicate a trend towards greater emphasis on education in the federal

government. The trend has also been seen from time to time in the

appointment of advisers to the President on educational matters.
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D. America needs better, more sensitive., more effective com re-
:

hensive long-range planning by schools, colleges and universities,

and states.

At present, institutional and statewide planning is not strong enough to

play its proper role in policy direction, and is in danger of becoming

submerged altogether in the powerful currents set in motion by massive

federal funding. Yet, if our nation, with extensive but finite resources,

is to provide the kinds of educational experiences needed in the years

ahead, it must continue to depend heavily on federal support for both

public and private education. Ways must be found, then, to improve

the capacity of our educational institutions to map out stronger, more

responsive plans, so that increased public support will not mean loss

of institutional autonomy and the educational diversity essential to

democracy.

At the present time, this increased dependence on the federal govern-

ment has created doubts as to whether it will be possible to maintain

the autonomy and special qualities of many institutions and agencies

which -- through historical precedent or constitutional conferral --

have traditionally exercised control over many aspects of our educa-

tional system. As traditional state and local methods for supporting

schools become more unwieldy and in some cases prolong inequities
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in educational opportunity, especially in elementary and secondaiy

schools, educational institutions increasingly look to the funds pro-

vided by the more broadly based federal system of taxation. State

governments also look to the federal government for greater support

for education on a less restricted basis.

Accepting federal funds relieves the worst pressures, but gives rise

to others. In the eyes of some educators, the ways in which aid is

distributed has the long-term effect of undermining the strength and

flexibility of individual institutions. This concern is especially pre-

valent in higher education, where multiplying costs and enrollment,

together with the need to accept increased social responsibilities,

are putting severe strains on traditional sources of support. And,

as federal funds account for a larger wad larger proportion of their

total budget, however, many institutional leaders find themselves

subject to new strains such as the cyclical nature of federal fund-

ing procedures.

They find that federal funds for programs of research, facilities con-

struction, student-aid programs, and special "remedial" courses for

the ill-prepared high school graduate are redirecting the overall

purposes of their institutions in subtle but irrevocable ways. They

discover in short, that they have relinquished a substantial measure
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of control over their own futures, not to a grand design of their own

making or even one in which they play a well-defined role, but to an

aggregate of often unrelated federal programs which are designed to

meet some urgent need in our society and are not directly concerned

with the goals or well-being of individual institutions. If our schools

are to regain control of their own destinies, they must improve their

capability to make comprehensive long-range plans.

E. The federal government, states, and educational institutions need

more and better-trained planners for education.

The number of much-needed planning technicians who can assemble

data from a wide variety of sources continues to grow. So does the

number of high-level administrators who conceive of their job as

"managing the future." Development of well-trained people to execute

the spectrum of tasks between these extremes, however, continues to

lag. American education needs new programs to train such planners,

programs that emphasize the relationship of planning techniques to all

parts of education, the involvement of educational leadership in the

planning process, and the preparation by planners of alternatives for

future action that will really help education's leaders.

Academy evaluation of educational planning by institutions and govern-
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ment supports the idea that good planning need not depend on complex

and highly sophisticated methods. A large planning staff, extensive

computer facilities, and quantities of graphs and charts do not guarantee

good planning. In fact, a frequent complaint of college administrators

is that they are snowed under by so much information assembled in

such complicated forms that they can't use it. If the criterion for

good planning is the extent to which it influences policy and guides

major institutional decisions, then some excellent planning is being

carried out in those colleges whose only planning "resource" is a

president who understands the planning process and is himself actively .

involved in it.

On the other hand, it is clear that pertinent information, organized

sensibly, helps an administrator test out his intuitive judgments. The

growing complexity of ed' rational management and administration, in-

cluding relationships with government legislative and budgetary pro-

cesses, requires this kind of hard information and careful planning.

If the management of education is to remain in the hands of educators,

they need to know more than they now do about the processes and tech-

niques by which any large, complicated organization charts its course.

In the judgment of the officers of the Academy, the preparation of

planners and managers for education -- in institutions and government
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agencies -- should include the study of techniques and tools of modern

business management as they apply or can be adapted to education.

The degree to which these techniques must be mastered depends upon

the job in question: high-level administrators primarily need an in-

formed appreciation of the processes involved in planning, whereas

planning officers need a thorough mastery of essential techniques.

The need for greater understanding of planning and management tech-

niques is not limited to school and college administrators. Respon-

sibility for educational planning and management increasingly rests

with federal and state agencies, legislative councils, school boards,

regional organizations, trustees, etc. The n.etwork of public support

for schools and universities has grown, and with it the need for people

who understand educational problems and the best ways to anticipate

change.

Training for educational planners should cover such topics as:

Program analysis, including the evaluation of

program objectives, costs, and effectiveness.

Educational cost accountin . This should include

the cost per student credit hour of courses, depart-

ments, and research units. It would analyze the
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. allocation of faculty time, faculty productivity.,

and the overhead expense chargeable to specific

prOgrams. The relationship of marginal cost and

average cost of progiams should also be discussed.

The planning of new educational and research piograms.

The procedure should be analogous to a corporation's

development of new products. Market research, pro-

jected costs, contribution to educational objectives,

methods of evaluating success, and procedures for

termination in the event of failure -- these should all

be considered before a new program is established.

The nature and process of planning. Institutional

organization, decision-making.and reviewing pro-

cedures, automatic re-evaluation and updating of

plans these are all major elements to be studied.

So are methods of including faculty and students,

along with administrators, in the planning process.

6 The interrelationship of policy decisions and costs.

The analysis of faculty loads, faculty-student ratios,

class size, enrollment growth, tuition charges and

external resources (if any), space requirements, and
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the special character of the institution in question

must all be understood before long-range planning

makes sense.

Long-range planning. The background developed

in the foregoing subjects is a prerequisite for the
.

study of long-range planning. While long-range

budget projection underlies all such planning, many

related policy decisions (on growth, for example,

educational methods, internal versus external

financing) would enter into any viable long-range

plan.

F. Better and more readily available information is needed for making

educational policies.

The Academy's investigations revealed a serious lack of hard, up-to-

date educational information of the kind that is readily available in

other areas critical to national well-being, such as the economic

fields. This lack is felt at all levels -- national, state, and institutional.

It prevents careful evaluations and appraisals of present conditions, and

hinders effective plans for the future.

It would be possible to close part of the information gap by adopting
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faster, more uniform, and more comprehensive systems to gather

and disseminate certain kinds of familiar data -- data, e. g., on

present and projected enrollment, costs, facilities, faculty -- for .

all kinds of educational undertakings from preschool through con-
f

tinuing education, accredited and non-accredited. Included in such

data would be the many educational programs offered by agencies

in the federal government, and by organizations such as industrial

firms and the many proprietary schools that are not usually considered

to be in the educational mainstream.

Other information now lacking only research can supply. Some of this

needed research the U. S. Office of Education and other governmental,

quasi-governmental, and private groups are now conducting, but not

on the scale or from the extensive data base conditions demand.

How, for example, do various kinds of federal and state aid to education

affect institutions? What is their effect on extending educational oppor-

tunities? on meeting national needs? What sorts of education do pro-

jected manpower needs require? How much would it cost to offer post-

secondary education to everyone who seeks it? .1f: universal post-

secondary education is turning into an "inalienable right, " how should

our high schools respond?



Both institutions and state and federal government agencies need this

kind of information. The authority of individual institutions, cities

and states to make decisions governing their operations gives mean-

ing to the concepts of decentralization and local autonomy. However,

today too much decision- making, especially at the institution level,

is done in the dark. Educators know very little about the combinations

and permutations of the three primary elements in the educational pro-

cess: students, faculty, and facilitine. They can only guess at what

would happen.if they introduced a new curriculum, changed the teacher-

student ratio, adopted new admissions policies, or merged with another

institution.

The federal government, too, if it is to balance its influence on institu-

tional and state educational activities with a greater awareness of how

this influence is felt. needs more information on these basic issues.

What are the effects of various kinds of federal aid on the institutions

through which this aid is channeled? What is the proper federal role

in student aid.vs. institutional and state aid? Do these federal pro- .

grams further broad national policies in education at the most reason-

able cost to the tax-payer?

The lack of enough pertinent information prevents the kind of well-informed

planning needed to shape national policy and legislation, as well as the
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policies of individual schools and colleges.. No public authority is

responsible for ensuring that critical issues influencing education

receive sufficient coordinated attention. There is no accepted chan-

nel to bring the best thinking on these issues to hear on the debate

among educators and legislators who would plan for our educational

institutions and the agencies that support them.

Private foundations and research organizations in recent years haye

generated a great deal of broadly based research that can be of sig-

nificant help in the future. But, as stated earlier in this report,

private groups by definition have no responsibility for the general welfare,

nor can they mount legislative programs.

allareaMiII.. r.11

The future requires educational research so situated to influence

national political decisions that affect education. The enormous growth

in federal support for education over the last decade has sharpened

the impact of these political decisions, and the need to base them on

pertinent, trust-worthy, and timely information.

G. Standards and formats for institutions to follow in submitting data,

long-range plans, and requests for funds to the federal government

must be developed.
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Government planning suffers from the lack of standard forms for in-..

stitutions to use in setting forth their present and anticipated needs

when they request support from the federal government. An Academy

study prepared this year for the National Institutes of Health docu-

mented this lack in graduate and professional schools. Investigations

for the present study indicate that the same condition prevents com-

parisons among institutions and inhibits planning at all educational

levels.

Government officials responsible for disbursing public funds are besieged

by schools and universities with requests for money. Institutions, how-

ever, can seldom document their costs, nor sources of money to meet .

them. The government, in effect, is asked for funds on the reasonable

but hardly specific argument that educational expansion of all kinds is

needed. Demands of this order are likely to increase.

However, .as money becomes tighter, officials can expect Congress to -

exercise greater scrutiny of these federal programs. As Congress

demands greater accountability from federal administrators, these

administrators will need more comprehensive documentation from in-

stitutions. If an institution, when requesting funds for specific pro-

grams, gave the government a better idea of how those specific, pro-

grams fitted into its long-range plan (and into the emerging pattern
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of national needs and priorities), the benefits to both the institution

and the governmcnt would be considerable. The institution would be

required to think through its plans more thoroughly, and the govern-

ment would have a better idea of how its money was being spent, and

what it was expected to accomplish.
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4. HOW CAN NATIONAL PLANNING HELP?

If educational planning stands in need of basic improvement, what is

called for is not new federal agencies responsible for this or that part

of our educational system. Nor, in the Academy's judgment, does

the federal responsibility for education demand a highly centralized

control over the nation's educational future.

For many educators, it is true, "national planning" inevitably means

greatly increased control by the federal government, with many institu-

tional responsibilities transferred to some central agency. Granted,

the dangers of centralized control are no mere chithera. The Academy

finds no reason to believe, however, that national planning should imply

such "control." National planning for education should sup136rt the

marshalling of all our educational resources national, state, local,

and institutional, formal and informal -- which share the ultimate task

of making and carrying out the many individual plans That will shape

the future.

Participation in national-policy and planning would vary according to the

particular goal and the particular segment of the educational system

concerned. Thus national planning, construed and managed wisely,

should orchestrate the many diverse instruments of American educa-

tion in tune with underlying national policy.

.a. - I-2 a :am m . - =assw
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All education is supported by the public, one way or another, however

the precise source of funds differs (tax levies, tax exemption, tuition

payments, voluntary contributions, etc. ). In order to achieve a full

return on the public's dollar and more zquitable support, the relation-

ships between the many forces in American education must be fostered

through varied solutions to common educational problems, and without

wasteful duplication of effort.

National planning should make provisions for assessing how well educa-

tion is meeting national and individual needs, as defined by national

policy, and for recommending ways to improve performance. In the

broad view, national planning should be concerned, not only with the

well-being of education in the nation but with the well-being of the

nation as it is served by education. In taking a stronger part in national

planning, as thus construed, the federal government would assume a

more responsible and powerful -- but in no sense monolithic -- role.

National planning for education would not transfer responsibility or

power from individual institutions to a centralized federal ministry

any more than national planning has in the health fields. The analogy

suggests the opposite effect. The Public Health Service Act sets as

a national goal the promotion and assurance of the highest attainable

level of health care for every person. To achieve this goal, the Act

. - - _ .a_ - = rLwao .
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seeks to promote an effective partnership among eovernmental bodies,

institutions, organizations, and individuals. Federal financial assis-

tance, the Act states, "must be directed to support the marshalling

of all health resources -- national, state and local. "

To summarize: National planning for education is a process through

which the planning capabilities of all the diverse elements of our educa-

tional system are strengthened and focused so that these elements may

contribute toward national educational olic -- providing educational

opportunities for all those able, seeking, and willing to learn; and

insuring that education may continue to support the general well -being

of the nation.

The appropriate role of the federal Government in this

process is to support a stated national policy on educa-

tion; to strengthen local, state, and institutional planning

capabilities for education; to tailor features of federal

funding of education so as to encourage effective future

planning by all educational segments; to provide the

means for assessing the degree to which all educational

effort is working towards national policy; and to make

sure that members of the Executive and Legislative

branches of the government concerned with' education



clearly understand nationwide needs.

The appropriate role of each state government is .to

continue to develop and coordinate its comprehensive

planning capabilities for education; to inform state

legislative and executive authorities of statewide

educational needs; to establish procedures of state

support that will encourage local and institutional com-

prehensive planning; and to cooperate with the federal

government and with other states in providing infor-

mation needed to assess the nation's educational pro-

gress.

The appropriate role for each public and private educa-

tional institution, and for every other organization con-

cerned with education is to clearly define its proper

contribution to national educational policy, and under

this broad rubric, to develop comprehensive plans for

the future that, building from its particular strength and

purposes, will insure the broad range of diverse educa-

tional opportunities the nation requires.
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5. EDUCATION AND THE NATIONAL INTEREST: A PROPOSAL FOR
AN EDUCATION ACT OF 1970

The times call for a bold step to establish education in a new strong

position in the central structure of our national government. Con-

sistent, coherent, and well-coordinated planning for education, which

is imperative to meet present and future demands, can come about

only through measures that pull together into sharp focus the existing

diffusion of educational activities in government and institutions. It

. is the Academy's conviction, reinforced by the extensive investigations'

underlying this report, that the need for national planning is urgent and

cannot be met by halfway measures.

To sum up briefly the arguments spelled out in foregoing sections:

American education, for all the pluralism and diversity that we wish

to preserve, must also be viewed in its totality, as a crucial part of

the nation's life. As such, it presents complex interrelated problems,

pressing harder every day, that will not yield to piecemeal treatment.

Conditions in the secondary schools, for example, obviously reflect

and affect conditions in the grades below and the colleges and universities

above. Fa ciliti e s , staffing, curriculum reform are all integrally related.

The intimate connection between funding and needed reforms requires

no elaboration.
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With the conviction, therefore, that strong measures are essential to

meet the urgent needs of education and of educational planning, and in

tilt belief that such measures would rally the necessary support, the

Academy proposes that the President and Congress of the United States

take a series of decisive actions to give education the priority it demands

at the highest levels et f the national government.

These actions could well be embodied in an Education Act of 1970,
.11milmm,

or they could he enacted (though with a corresponding diminution of

force) in separate pieces of legislation. Whatever the form or sequence,

the Academy believes that the first order of business would be for the

Con ress to declare a broad national olicy with res ect to education.

The declaration miglt begin with the recognition that the nation's

general well-being, its economic growth, its strength and freedom,

and the quality of every citizen's life are inextricably botind up with

the quality and extent of the education the nation provides. Education

is, in short, a major national resource. Therefore, the declaration

might continue, the Congress conceives it to be the continuing policy

and responsibility of the federal government, consistent with the

Constitutional rights, the privileges, and the duties of the states, to

create and maintain conditions which will provide appropriate oppor-
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tunities, including self-education, for those able and wanting to learn;

and to encourage the development of such conditions by assisting federal,

state, local, and institutional planning agencies in their efforts toward,

this end.

Having declared a national policy, the Congress should then require

an annual Education Report by the President of the United States. This

report, prepared in consultation with appropriate officers of the Executive

and Legislative branches, would be transmitted to Congress shortly

after the beginning of each regular session. It would set forth (1) the

extent of educational cpportunities in the United States, their quality,

and improvements needed to carry out the national policy as declared

by Congress; (2) current and foreseeable trends in education; (3) a

review of the education program of the federal government during the

preceding year and its effect upon educational opportunities in this

country; and (4) a program for carrytng out the declaration of policy,

together with such recommendations for legislation as were deemed

necessary or desirable. The President could also transmit from

time to time to the Congress supplementary reports, covering any

additional or revised recommendations.
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The foregoing moves, important as they are in themselves, would

serve as prologue to action the Academy believes is long overdue:

the establishment .of a Department of Education, headed by a Secretary

of Cabinet rank. The Academy concurs in the arguments advanced

for transforming the Office of Education into a full-fledged Department

arguments that have been urged almost from the moment the Office

was created: greater influence for the federal educational arm within

the hierarchy of other federal programs; greater opportunities to in-

volve men and women with the variety of expertise and background

that the future demands; the possibility for pulling together some of

the federal programs in support of education that are now in other

departments.

A Secretary of Education sitting with the Cabinet could forcefully

project the educational needs of the nation and the requisite role

therein of the federal government. With respect to national planning

for education, the elevation of education to a seat in the Cabinet would

strengthen the advocacy within the federal government of education's

needs, and by ensuring better coordination, would help to encourage

more effective national planning for education.

The Academy believes that other measures should be taken to strengthen
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education and educational planning concurrent with the establishment

of a Department of Education.. In order for the Department to brillig

the country's great diversity of educational effort into a scheme of

national planning, the Congress should include in the legislation

establishing a Department of Education the creation of a Council of

Educational Advisers, to report to the Secretary of Education.

The Council should be composed of from three to seven members

appointed by the Secretary, to serve full time, at a salary sufficient

to attract highly qualified people. Ideally they should be educational

statesmen of the first rank (not all professional educators), beholden

to no constitutency whether institutional or organizational. Each

council member should, by virtue of his experience aud attainments,

be exceptionally equipped to analyze and interpret developments in

education, to appraise federal programs in the light of national policy,

and to formulate and recommend programs and policies to the Secretary.

The Council of Educational Advisers, if suitably empowered and staffed,

could serve the Secretary in many important ways, and advise him in

carrying out important duties relating to the improvement of national

planning. Among these duties of the Secretary would be the following:
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. acting as the principal federal officer responsible

for the coordination of al.. federal programs in support

of education, especially in his role as chairman of the

Federal Interagency Committee on Education.

. assisting and advising the President in the preparation

of the Education Report.

gathering timely and authoritative information on develop-

ments and trends in education, establishing indicators that

would measure these trends and developments against

needs, analyzing and interpreting such-information in the

light of national policy, and conducting appropriate studies.

. developing and recommending to the President national

policies which will foster additional educational oppor-

tunities for the people of this country.

. furnishing such studies, reports, and recommendations on
,

matters of federal educational policy and legislation as the

President may request.

encouraging the development of common guidelines and

standards for data collection and reporting, and for institu-

.
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tional and statewide planning to be followed by educational

institutions and by state and federal government agencies

concerned with education. (The Secretary of Education

should require that states or institutions requesting federal

funds for education submit plans following these guidelines.)

assisting the Education Commission of the States in the

establishment of means to collect and disseminate planning

information among the states, and to hold conferences on

planning for state and institutional planning officers.

The Academy belivres that the Congress should take other steps beyond

the creation of a Department of Education with its Council of Advisers.

One would be to appropriate sufficient funds, to be matched by the

states, to strengthen the capabilities of state agencies to carry out

comprehensive planning for education at all levels.

Another would be to a ropriate funds to establish ro rams in the

nation's educational institutions and agencies to train planners. Both

programs would be supervised by the Department of Education. In this

regard, it would be desirable to appropriate sufficient funds for the

establishment of a National Institute for Educational Management (as

proposed in the recent report of the Commission on Instructional
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Technology) to undertake the research, development, and application

of ideas related to improved planning and management techniques for

education.

To ensure that Congress acquires a full and balanced picture of educa-

tional conditions and needs, the Academy proposes the creation of a

Joint Committee on Education, to be composed of the serdor members

of the Senate and House committees concerned with education. It would

be the chief function of this Joint Committee to make a continuing study

of issues raised by the proposed Education Report by the President of

the United States, to file an annual report with the Senate and House of

- Representatives of its findings and recommendations with respect to

the main points of the President's report, aryl to make such other

educational repo:As and recommendations as it deems advisable.

The Academy proposes the creation of a Department of Education, a

Council of Educational. Advisers, a Joint Education Committee, and

stronger institutional and state planning capabilities in the conviction

that only such major steps will give education the strength and status

it requires in the federal structure. In the Academy's judgment the
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deep involvement of education in the most urgent problems of our

society both requires and justifies this new importance.

The Academy believes that the foregoing recommendations offer the

best hope for matching America's educational systems to her dreams

and hopes. There are, of course, other procedures, of more limited

scope, that could be adopted as alternatives to the enactment of the

"Education Act of 1970," or its components, as recommended in this

report, all of which the Academy considered but rejected as inadequate

basic solutions to the urgent requirements of education and of educational

planning. One would be .centered solely on the creation of a Council of

Educational Advisers reporting to the Presilent. Other alternatives

include calling a White House conference on national planning for educa-

tion, and -- the proposal upon which this study was originally based

the convening of a National Congress to Guide the Growth of Higher

Education. With the adoption of the major recommendations outlined

in the proposed "Education Act of 1970," the government would be so

structured as to make better use of special commissions and ad hoc

groups, especially in the establishment of national priorities. By

themselves, however, these alternatives would fail to provide a

sufficient response to the national need that this study has set forth.
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1
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Education tomorrow will be bigger in every way. We can, with present

methods, chart the rate of growth of our institutions in a number of

areas, but simply encouragi:Ig growth along present lines will not be

enough. We must encourage new ways of looking at a future that will be

not only bigger but different. And having encouraged innovation, we

must create the means through which innovative ideas can make their

way into the mainstream of our educational systems.

But how are we to decide which innovative ideas? How are we to direct

public policy down the right road? Education can no more respond to

future needs without the support of enlightened public policy than can

other areas vital to our national well-being for which we have already

developed highly sophisticated "indicators". Today, for instance, we

use something called "econometrics" to describe the present economy

and to predict the future consequences for national economic health of

various alternative courses of public pOlicy. Econometrics an

analytic tool that partakes of both science and art provides an in-

clusive format within which to examine the web of complex inter-

relationships that constitutes the American economy.

In terms of our understanding of the relationship between public policy
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and educational planning, we are in many ways at the same point we

were forty years ago in respect to economics. Forty years ago the

use of econometrics would have been unthinkable, and the need for it .

deemed unwarranted and in fact harmful to our free-enterprise system.

Today we take for granted continuous, almost daily analysis of the

economic state of the nation. We look to federal groups such as the

Council of Economic Advisers, the Joint Economic Committee, and

other public and private groups to tell us how we are faring economically,

and to recommend alternative public policies, as needed, to encourage

our economic well-being and to preserve free enterprise as we know

it. Neither of these ends, we have come to realize, could be guaranteed

today without government guidance based on a well-developed national

capability for interpreting economic trends.

Our various aspirations for individual educational achievement depend.

on an enlightened public educational policy, and on the planning efforts

of everyone concerned with education. Just as public policy in economics,

far from endangering the free-enterprise system, has been instrumental

in its preservation, so intelligent national planning in education can

nurture the pluralism of our educational system and encourage its

innovative response to the future.
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AppendixA

EVOLVING CONCEPTIONS OF THE FEDERAL ROLE IN EDUCATION, AS
ANALYZED IN MAJOR REPORTS ON EDUCATION, 1929-1969

The expansion of American education from its earliest efforts into the

second largest enterprise in the country (after defense) has influenced,

and been influenced by, the evolving federal role in support of education.

Because there is no constitutional directive as to the federal govern-

ment's responsibilities for education, its role has been largely shaped

through its response to specific areas of need. As these areas have

grown and multiplied in recent years, the federal government's involve-

ment has increased to the point where it now provides the largest single

source of funds in support of education, and stands as the greatest

potential contributor to improved educational planning at all levels.

Over the past several decades a number of public and private groups have

been appointed to study the nature of federal support to education, and to

make recommendations as to its appropriate role. In this chapter, the

trends and emphases in the major reports from 1929 to the present are

summarized.. (A listing of these reports, followed by a detailed summary

of the most relevant ; begins on page A-9).

From 1929 to 1950, the governmental and nongovernmental reports on

education were marked by a common agreement that the federal role

should grow and diversify. The constant theme was equalization of



educational opportunity at all levels as a national goal. The argument was
1

that nongovernmental financial resources were not adequate and state

leadership was deficient. Although local and state efforts were encouraged

the ultimate equalizing resource was seen as the federal government,

providing stable support through the states for broad-gauge purposes.

In order to fulfill its potential, the federal educational agency was ex-

pected to do more research and distribute more information. Its eleva-

tion to cabinet status was suggested in 1929, as was. intergovernmental

agency coordination. In 1947, a National Board of Education, and a

National Commission on Higher Education were recommended.

An expansion of public education at all levels was predicted. The abolition

of state matching requirements was suggested. General, student and

capital construction aid in the form of loans, scholarships, work-study

programs, and outright grants were recommended in larger numbers.

The expansion of adult education and community colleges was seen as

needing federal support.

In brief, educational inadequacies and the goal of equal opportunity com-

bined to suggest the priority of national over local. The anticipated ex-

pansion of the public system suggested an expanded federal involvement

in various forms of aid to states, institutions, and individuals.
I
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The governmental and nongovernmental reports on education of the 1950's

tended to de-emphasize the federal role. They emphasized the adequacy

of nongovernmental financial resources. They equated federal support

with controls and a loss of freedom, and so called for a halt in federal

aid except for research, medical education, student assistance, housing

loans and emergency situations like school construction or in circum-

stances where federal aid was deemed essential. They claimed the

financial barriers to individual opportunity were exaggerated. They

encouraged private higher education. Towards the end of the decade,

the reality of federal aid was at least implicitly accepted, and one group,

the Committee on Education Beyond the High School, even recommended

larger as well as new programs of federal scholarships and housing loans,

but only as "stop-gap" measures. It also suggested that a policy and re-

view board of laymen work with the Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare. Most groups encouraged tax-law revision and more endowment

income.

The governmental and nongovernmental groups meeting in the 1960's

picked up the concerns of the pre-1950 period, finding considerable in-

equity of opportunity and widespread mediocrity in American education.

John Gardner struck the decade's keynote by calling in 1960 for the

design of a more active role for the federal government while preserving

local control for public education and college and university autonomy.
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The suggestions concerning the federal structure were many. A National

Education Foundation, similar to the National Science Foundation, was re-

commended, as were a Council of Educational Advisers working with the

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare but responsible to the White

House, and an independent Office of Education at the Presidential level,

similar to the Office of Economic Opportunity. The longstanding recom-

mendation that education be raised to cabinet states was repeated. A

National Council on Higher Learning in the office of the Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare as forum, adviser and spokesman was

suggested, as was the strengthening of the Federal Interagency Com-

mittee on Education to coordinate all federal higher education programs.

Improving and enlarging the Office of Education's statistical and research

services was frequently recommended, and one group suggested that

the Office' of Education was the only agency in the United States that

could and should conduct a periodic national assessment of education.

New and frequent themes in the 1960's were sounded in calls for aid to

the disadvantaged, metropolitan areas, and for greater racial integra-

tion. They were coupled with the common conviction that the breadth

and depth of the nation's education problems :tither would not or could

not be solved by states. A sense of national urgency prevailed.

The number of directions recommended for federal support mirrored

the problems that needed solving. The reports recommended federal
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support in new areas indicated by community action programs, metro-

politan demonstration projects, education programs for the aging,

industry-operated schools, affiliations of colleges and universities,

strengthening state departments of education, the Teachers Corps,

National Educational Laboratories, new learning centers, compensa-

tory programs, experimental curricula, free freshman year, graduate

student support, new technology, international education, "developing"

colleges, research, paraprofessional and professional training programs,

and cost-of-education allowances. They favored more and different

kinds of student aid, capital construction grants 'and loans, vocational,

professional and paraprofessional education and training programs,

and research monies. They opposed tax credits and were usually in

favor of general aid, especially for colleges and universities. One

group recommended federal sanctions as a spur to equalizing educa-

tional opportunity.

By 1967, the reports also began to show an awareness of the advantages

and disadvantages of the different ways in which federal aid and support

,, could be given. While continuing to favor categorical aid and student aid,

they gave attention to various forms of institutional grants as well. In

1969, the President-elect's Task Force on Education called for

"designated block grants" to aid broader developments on the basis of

t

1
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federally-designated priorities, while allowing states and institutions

great latitude in their specific use. The same task force also strongly

opposed general aid on the grounds that it would re-open the church-

state controversy, delay civil rights, promote maldistribution of funds,

and that it constituted a political power Congress would not relinquish.

It also opposed direct student aid as promoting resistance to desegre-

gation.

In summar the governmental and non- overnmental reports of the

1960's, taking a different view from their 1950's predecessors of the

financial capacities of non-governmental sources, re-affirmed the need'

to expand the federal role in support of both public and private education.

They emphasized the need for attending to national

priorities, particularly equal educational opportunity,

the needs of the disadvantaged and the cities, the needs

of the individual, and the necessary growth of graduate,

adult, and professional education.

o While they suggested increasing the amount of federal

aid, they confined the federal role to supplementing

local, state and nongovernmental sources of support

and leadership.

nm.........wrms..v...............=.............................
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They affirmed the principle of aid through the states

and encouraged aid that would take the financial sting

out of certain types of college and university federally-

financed projects and grants.

They called for a consistent and coordinated policy

of federal aid and leadership, and for a stronger federal

office of education, but hedged on defining clearly their

frequent references to a "national" 'policy, for education.

They offered a wide variety of respon!..es to categorical

needs as a substitute for structural andprocedural re-

formation that would unify and simplify the federal role,

which suggests that restrictions upon the method of

federal support encouraged remarkable versatility in

innovations, with the indirect effect of creating new

national emphases.

They usually recommended general aid to education,

but did not specify the ways and means of distributing

it, and thus left this vital. issue unresolved.

The suggestions for broad-purpose grants, which in

thethselves carried the method of support one step

. . ea ...am.. W.A. . - ai Fa"... ....was ...woe . 0, .06 ahra =4 w..0.0 ono a aa-00, ,a0J0.00,...
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further from categorical grants, omitted all details

concerning its implementation. Such suggestions as

broad-purpose grants do, however, indicate a move

toward simpler formulae. Combined v;ith more

unified legislation, this trend might suggest new

definitions of the structure and process of federal

leadership in attaining national educational goals.

Elements of the recommendations of these commissions to expand federal

participation in public and private education have been put into effect in

the last few years, not always in the proportions needed, but usuaily.in

the directions indicated. The results of this increased participation

make more imperative the need for greater coordination of all educa-

tional efforts, and underline the need for the comprehensive approach

uniting policy with planning .
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Major National Education Reports
1929 - 1969

(The reports of those groups preceded by a number are summarized in
the pages following this listing).

National Advisory Committee onEducation 1929

National Conference on the Financing of Education 1933

U. S. Advisory Committee on Education 1936

White House Conference on Children in a Democracy 1939

National Resources Planning Board 1939

American Youth Commission 1940

Committee on Planning for Education 1941

National Committee on Coordination in Secondary Education 1941

Committee on Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations 1943

Interstate Committee on Postwar Reconstruction and Development
1944 (Council of State Governments)

Educational Policies Commission and the Problems and Policies
Committee 1945

Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment 1947

Commission on Implications of Armed Services Educational Programs
1947

(1) President's Commission on Higher Education 1947

Mid-Century White House Conference on Children and Youth 1950

(2) CoMmission of the Association of American Universities Liu
Financing Higher Education 1952

(3) Staff Report of the Commission on Financing Higher Education,
Association of American Universities 1952

law Or . .. -1 fa aaac. claaala
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Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment 1953

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations 1953

National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools 1954
(a privately incorporated group)

(4) White House Conference on Education 1956

(5) President's Committee on Education Beyond High School 1956

The Rockefeller Panel on Education 1958
(a privately funded, ad hoc group)

President's Committee on Scientists and Engineers 1958

(6) President's Commission on National Goals 1960

(7) President's Task Force Committee on Education 1961

White House Conference on Aging 1961

Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education 1962

Advisory Panel on Educational Statistics to U. S. Commissioner
of Education 1963

(8) President's Task Force on Education 1964

(9) White House Conference on Education 1965

White House Conference "To Fulfill These Rights" 1966

Committee to Review Relationships Between Federal Agencies and
Private Organizations 1967

(10)President's Task Force on Education 1967

(11)A ssociation of American Universities 1968

(12)Advisory Committee on Higher Education to the Secretary of
Health, Education & Welfare 1968

I
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(13 ) Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education
(Alternative Methods of Federal Funding for Higher Education) 1968

(14) Carnegie Con:mission on the Future of Higher Education
(Quality and Equality) 1968

(15) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, U. S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

(16)American Council on Education 1969

(17)President-elect's Task Force on Education 1969
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(1) Name: Higher Education for American Democracy (Volumes I-VI)

Date: 1947

By: The President's Commission on Higher Education

Goals:

The Commission, of 28 members, was appointed by the
President of the United States on July 13, 1946 to examine
the functions of higher education in the United States and
the means by which they could best be performed. George
Zook, Chairman.

To educate for a fuller realization of democracy in every
phase of living.

To .educate for international understanding and cooperation.

To educate for the application of creative imagination and
trained intelligence to the solution of social problems and
to the administration of public affairs.

. To provide a unified general education for American youth,
and an integrated liberal and vocational education throughout
the student's college life.

Conclusions:

Education and law are the two instruments by which society esta-
blishes, maintains and protects equality.

Segregation and discriminations are ruinous; legislation against it
is fitting and proper.

Liberal education must not end with the fourteenth grade.

At least 49% of our population has the mental ability to complete
14 years of schooling with a curriculum of general and vocational
studies. At least 32% of our population has the mental ability to
complete an advanced education.

In mass education, counseling is essential.

. fau scw..-=s
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Students must have every possible experience in democratic
processes within the college community.

1

Overemphasis on science research and teaching must be
avoided.

An acute shortage of doctors is expected by 1960. More medical,
dental, and lab technicians will be needed.

The quota system of selective admission to many professional
schools is wholly indefensible.

Graduate education must do research and train research per-
sonnel, train teachers for all levels of higher education, and
train experts for a host of services in nonacademic fields.

Social research must be included in any program of federal support;
basic research will require vastly increased state and federal
support.

Adult education should be raised to equality with all other levels of
education.

The opportunity for higher education is excessively dependent on the
individual's economic status.

The major economic barriers to college attendance are inadequacy
of family income, the chance for high school graduates to earn good
wages, and the high costs of attending college away from home.

Most private institutions will be able to support themselves.

Private institutions should increase the proportion of their operating
income derived from gifts.

Despite a large measure of private control and support, private in-
stitutions are a part of the public interest and owe a certain degree
of accountability to the public.

Colleges must be prepired and able to offset the handicap of a poor
quality secondary school education.

"Fair Educational Practice" laws should be seriously considered.

Federal and state governments can best safeguard the strongest
possible system of higher education by leadership rather than by

1
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authority. The federal government should not dictate concepts
and procedures.

States will not be able alone to meet the expanding needs of the
nation for higher education.

The community college should be general and vocational, com-
munity oriented, single-track with cooperative and adult-educa-
tion available.

The United States needs more separate two and four-year small
colleges or university units, located geographically in close
proximity to population centers.

State Boards of Education should be appointed, with members'
terms long, overlapping, unpaid and they should choose state
superintendents or commissioners of education. Such state
departments of education are at present weak.

A strong, aggressive federal agency encourages and stimulates
local strength and initiative.

Financial aid from the federal government to states is better than
direct subsidy.

The great expansion in numbers to be served by higher education
will necessarily be borne by publicly controlled colleges and
universities.

Recommendations:

1. A substantial part of federal support for research should be
given in the form of financial assistance to undergraduate
and graduate students in science as a part of an overall national
scholarship/fellowship plan in all academic fields.

2. A federal Board of Student Aid should be associated with the
Office of Education to administer scholarship programs.

*3. There should be no tuition or other required fees for the thirteenth
and fourteenth school. years in any kind of public higher educational
institution.

*4. There should be established a national scholarship program of
grants-in-aid for at least 20% of all undergraduates, non-veteran

* Asterisks before 'a recommendation indicate a new idea or a major
emphasis.
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students. The primary basis for awards should be on
financial need.

*5. A similar program should be established for graduate students
(10, 000 in 1948-49, 20, 000 in 1949-50, etc. , through 1953).
Selection should be by national competitive examinations.

*6. U. S. Office of Education should be given large amounts of
money for an extensive program of educational research, most
of it carried out by the colleges and universities for which the
results are intended.

7. The U. S. Office of Education should maintain a clearinghouse
on educational information.

*8. The U. S. Commissioner of Education should have the counsel
and support .of, and some measure of dir-act responsibility to
an able and representative body of citizens designated by the
President to be a National Commission on Higher Education.

*9. The President should set up an interdepartmental committee with
a representative from each department or agency maintaining one
or more educational or research programs utilizing colleges or
universities. It would have no administrative authority.

le, Each association with institutional membership should consider
maintaining a research program, (possibly to cooperate with
appropriate government departments in conducting the research).

11. A federal guidance and counseling service should be organized
in the U. S. Office of Education with an advisory committee.

12. The U. S. Office of Education should create a strong division
of adult education, and should organize a national council on
adult education.

*13. The federal government should provide funds needed to avoid
anticipated total public higher education deficit of $638 million
by 1960, and establish its position as a strong, permanent
partner in financing higher education.

*14. The federal government should aid college building programs
with matching grants to states,with states supplementing insofar
as their financial ability allows.
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*15. The federal government should finance capital outlays for
noninstructional purposes in public and private institutions
on a loan basis, with low interest, on a 30-year iepayment
schedule.

16. All federal funds for scholarships and grants-in-aid should
be paid directly to the individual.

17. All federally-erected temporary housing at colleges and
universities should be donated to those institutions.

18. Federal funds should be given to supporttonly public institutions.

19. Federal funds should be given to the states, not directly to the
institutions.

20. Federal funds for the general support of institutions of higher
education should be distributed among the states on an equal-
ization basis, determined by an objective formula designed to
measure the state's relative need and ability.

Costs:

Estimates of costs are based on: .

e the need to serve 4,600,000 students by 1960, of which 900,000
will be served by private colleges and universities,

. the inability of local sources to do very much better than they
were doing in 1945-46,

. the ability of the states to increase greatly their support,

. an anticipated yearly current operating deficit of $638 million
by 1960 (beyond the maximum of local and state support)

Program

Annual costs (over and above
present federal support) beginning
in 1948-49:

Scholar ships . $120 million (with a proportionate
increase to 1952)

Fellowships $15 million (to increase to $45
million by 1952)

e

1
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General Operating $53 million (to increase to
$265 million by 1952)

Educational Facilities $216 million (no increase before
1952)

Non-Educational . no amount given

Between 1. 19% and 1.5(goof the Gross National Product in the period 1947-
1960 should be spent .-.snnually on higher education.
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(2) Name: Nature and Needs of Higher Education .

Date: 1952 I

By: The Commission on Financing Higher Education
,

A 12-member Association of American Universities Com-
mission, John Millet, Director.

Conclusions:

The economic barrier to higher education is usually exaggerated.

The beneficiary should pay for the benefits he receives.

Possible kinds of federal support include student aid, payment
for services, capital grants and gifts of surplus materials for
construction, direct operating grants for instructional and/or
research activities, and tax exemption. .

Demands for public support from state higher education institutions
will remain moderate.

The extent of federal support is the most important issue in higher
education today.

Higher education cannot be universal. It is not an opportunity owed
by society to all its citizens.

Higher education's first goal is to recruit and educate a much larger
percentage of the top 25% of high school graduates in the United
States than is now the case.

The major pressures affecting financial state of higher education are:
inflation, expanded education services, fluctuating student enroll-
ments, need for facilities, and uncertain sources of income.

The benefits of federal aid include veterans program, university
research, and the training of scientists.

The disadvantages of federal aid include its threat to freedom and
diversity, the dangers of centralized control of research, and the
stagnation engendered by cumbersome bureaucracies.
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Recommendations:

*1. Any and all new forms of direct federal support should be
halted; so should student scholarship aid.

*2. Private and non-governmental support must bear the major
burden of financing higher education.

v

;
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(3) Name: Financing Higher Education in the United States

Date: August, 1952

By: Staff Report of the Commission on Financing Higher
Education, Association of American Universities

Goals:

To enable higher education to interest the top 25% of high-
school graduates in college, and to get about 80% of that
group to attend college.

Conclusions:

Mass higher education could create doubts as to its value among
future employers of college graduates.

In at least half of the instances of those eligible for college who
do not attend, financial difficulty is not the major deterrent.

The existence of financial barriers to higher education has often
been exaggerated. In the last analysis, the decision to go to
college must be determined by the individual.

There is some doubt as to whether junior colleges should be con-
sidered as secondary schooling or higher education.

Competition among institutions strengthens them more than it
weakens.

Programs offered by higher education will expand; organized re-
search will grow.

Two major factors which have determined the make-up of the
higher-education student body are intellectual capacity and in-
tellectual motivation.

American colleges universities should make it their goal to
enroll the top 25% quartile of (in terms of intellectual promise)
of high school 'graduates. Only about 1/2 of the top 25% now go
on to college.

Although an individual's own choice is the vital final determinant,
other factors affecting college attendance are:
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family socio-economic status 1
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. encouragement by high school counselors and teachers

. peer influence

. proximity to an institution

. religious attitudes and loyalties

. sex (more male than female)

. racial or national origin

In 1950, expenditures for higher education were less than 1% of
GNP, and less than . 5% for primary and secondary schools.

A decline in per student expenditures does not necessarily prove
a decline in educational quality, but such a decline in quality is
taking place among private institutions.

There is a wide variation in costs of different instructional pro-
grams -- Ph. D and medical training (especially the biologies and
physical sciences) very expensive, undergraduate instruction less
costly than graduate education.

Liberal arts colleges too often attempt to be small-scale universities,
with consequent financial difficulties.

Intefinstitutional cooperation (including, where feasible, mergers)
can lead to more efficient financing for higher-education institutions.

The following kinds of institutions are dependent on these sources of
funds for their operating income:

Private universities 4 . student fees
State universities : . . . state appropriations
Municipal liberal arts colleges.. state appropriations and student fees
State teachers colleges ..... 0 state appropriations and student fees
Municipal junior colleges . **** . state appropriations and student fees
Private liberal arts colleges student fees
Private junior colleges ,... ..... student fees
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The rise in median family income (1940 -1950 )has not been
attended by a similar increase in college attendance.

The further expansion and development of public higher education
must be regarded as a state function.

Federal aid to education takes the form of aid to individuals, sub-
sidy of educational activities, and the purchase of services.

The contract-research program of federal government provides
no financial assistance to liberal arts colleges, and does not
directly assist many of the instructional programs of universities.

Federal research income does not solve the financial problems of
all activities or institutions.

Enr.ollment in higher education tends to rise with levels of income,
with an ,increase in the number of high school graduates, and as the
median year of school completed by all citizens rises.

The student charge is a legitimate means of financing higher educa-
tion.

A special state tax earmarked for support of higher education is not
advisable.

The most appropriate form of state assistance to private colleges
and universities is the scholarship program.

.

Contract research contributes only peripherally to overall educa-
tional programs of institutions.

Federal interest in and support of research at public and private
universities will probably be long-term.

The dangers of government control must be avoided.

There is no formula for the combination of individual family, private
and federal support of higher education.

Recommendations:

1. Responsibility for providing funds for about half the number of
the national goal for scholarship awards should be assumed by
the federal government.
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2. Housing loans and basic and developmental research support
should be continued.

3. Medical research should be supported.

;
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(4) Name: The Committee for The White House Conference on
Education: A Report to the President

Date:.._. April, 1956

By: The Committee for The White House Conference on
Education

The Committee was composed of 34 members representing
education, labor, business and journalism. It was appointed
by President Eisenhower in 1954. Neil H. McElroy,
Chairman.

Conclusions:

*Federal aid to public education must be increased both for school con-
struction and school operation. The Conference was divided evenly
on aid for school operation.

(Of the 53 states, regional and territorial conferences prior to the
White House Conference, only six dealt with relationships of federal
government to education or the functions of the Office of Education.
No state was opposed to all federal aid. Fifteen states approved the
principle of federal aid or federal aid for general purposes. Three
states clearly opposed federal aid for general purposes or construction.
A majority of states did not favor federal aid for general purposes).

Recommendations:

1. The federal government should deal with local school systems
only through the responsible state school agency.

2. The U. S. Office of Education research and statistical services
should be expanded.

*3. Federal aid for elementary and secondary schools should go
through the U. S. Office of Education.

4. Government scholarships should not be used to recruit for
specific occupations except in emergencies.

5. Federal aid for school construction should be made temporarily
available on a limited basis to all states, territories, and the
District of Columbia which must match it on the basis of financial
ability. (The total needed by 1960 was estimated at $10-$15
billion).
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Two Committee members took formal exception to the Com-
mittee's neglect of federal aid as a substantive issue.
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(5) Names: First Interim Report to the President
Second Report to the President

Dates: November, 1956
July, 1957

By:
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The President's Committee on Education Beyond High
School

A 36-member committee, appointed by President
Eisenhower, representing education, business, labor,
the professions and government. Devereux C. Josephs,
Chairman.

The First Interim Report was a disc..losion document.

Goals:

. To conserve and develop human talent.

. To provide an individual with education to his fullest capacity:

. To assure genunine equality of opportunity.

Conclusions:

Higher-education institutions must be characterized by high quality,
variety, and accessibility.

Huge increases in enrollment must be anticipated.

A serious shortage of trained, competent people exists in almost
every field, including a serious shortage of teachers and .i. lack of
adequate facilities for training them.

Much greater financial assistance for higher education will be needed
in the future.

The role of the federal government in higher education should be
residual, and not dominant.

Recommendations:

*1. Federal revenue laws should be revised to give tax credit to
those attending college (or their families); it should be pro-
portionately greater for the poor; and to encourage larger gifts
to colleges and universities.
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2. The federal College Housing Loan program should be continued.

3. National Housing Act slum-clearance money shou'ld be
made available to urban colleges and universities.

4. New Federal programs of grants-in-aid should be created (on a
matching basis) for academic facilities.

445. The federal government must pay the full costs of research con-
tracts.

6. The Office of Education's fact-finding/reporting services should
be improved.

7. New review/policy machiriery should be established for national
and intragovernmental education aspects of education (Using lay-
men and educators outside the government to work with the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare).

*8. A fedelal work-study program should'be established to give aid
to 25,000-50,000 able, needy students.

9. A federal scholarship program should be established only as a
stop-gap measure.

10. The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare should call a
national conference on adult education.

Costs:

None given.
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Chapter III of Goals for Americans, which includes the
Report of the President's Commission on National Goals
and various Chapters Submitted for the Consideration of
the Commission. (New York: Prentice Hall, 1960)
pp. 81-100.

Date: November, 1960

3i 7 John W. Gardner for the President's Commission on
National Goals

Goals:

The Commission on National Goals consisted of eleven
members, appointed by President Eisenhower, and re-
presentative of education, business and industry,
journalism and labor. Henry M. Wriston, Chairman.

To make good the promise of equality.

To remove the barriers of poverty, prejudice and ignorance
to education; to salvage talent.

To preserve local control while taking fullest advantage of
federal assistance and recognizing the importance of national
priorities.

To encourage the education of women.

To revise and improve teaching training.

To encourage innovation in education.

To emphasize liberal arts education atthe undergraduate level.

To support higher education in 1970 with appro?cimately 1.9% of
GNP.

To design a more active role for the federal government that will
not diminish autonomy of the colleges and universities.

Recommendations:

*1. Federal funds should be used on matching basis to modernize
and expand existing medical schools and to create at least 20
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two and four-year schools; states should give both public and
private universities help in matching federal funds.

*2. Federally funded residence and patient-care facilities pro-
grams should be enlarged to include teaching facilities.

*3. Medical students should be given more federal and state scholar-
ships and loans; resident physicians should be paid higher
salaries.

*4. The federal government should supplement funds of any state
unable to maintain adequate education.

5. The federal government should give money to all other states on
a matching basis for whatever purpose the state may require.

*6. Either a Department of Education should be created at cabinet
level, or a National Education Foundation, similar to the National
Science Foundation.

7. A Council of Educational Advisors should be created to work with
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and responsible to
White House; it should be disbanded when a Secretary of Educa-
tion is appointed, or made to report either to him or to a
National Education Foundation.

8. Low-interest loan programs for construction of income-producing
college and university buildings should be expanded, with
matching grants offered to build non-income-producing buildings.
Low-interest loans should be given to any college or university
not accepting federal monies for academic facilities.

9. Federal government programs of fellowships, especially at
graduate level, should be expanded with costs-of-education
supplements offered to the college.

10. The federal government program of student loans should be
expanded.

Costs:

Assuming enrollments will double; annual expenditures, including
capital outlays of colleges and universities, will rise to $11. 1
billion by 1970 (in 1960 dollars). For public institutions, the money
will come chiefly from state and local governments. For private
institutions, the chief money sources will be tuition, endowment income
and gifts.
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(7) Name: Educational Frontier s

Date: 1961

President's Task Force Committee on Education

A 5-man team of advisors appointed by President Kennedy

Recommendations:

*1. Thirty dollars per pupil per annum should be given to local
districts in each state for use in salaries, construction or
other purposes for improving education.

*2. Twenty dollars per child should be given to states with personal
income per student in average daily public school attendance
that is below 70% of the national average.

Twenty dollars per child in average daily public school atten-
dance should be given to the great cities facing giave educational
crises.

4. Loans and grants should be provided of at least $500 million for
first year for academic facilities.

5. The loan authorization for student housing should be increased
by an annual 30%.

6. The national fellowship program to attract teachers into elementary
and secondary schools and to encourage in-service effectiveness
should be increased.

7. NDEA loan funds should be increased and forgiveness extended
to all teachers. Student disclaimer affidavit should be eliminated.

*8. Construction of education television networks should be supported.

9. A President's Advisory Committee on Education should be established.

10. The President should request all federal agencies to support and
implement recommendation of the President's Science Advisory
Committee issued November 15, 1969.

Costs:

Program Annual Costs

Aid to states for general improve-
ments . $1. 2 billion



Aid to states below national average.... $140 million

Academic facilities, loans, and
grants $500 million minimum
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Student housing loans 30% annual increase
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(8) Name: Report of the President's Task Force on Education

Date: November, 1964

arlesella nem ad. 0.. 44-011. 11.

By: A 13-member Task Force appointed by President Johnson.
John Gardner, Chairman.

Conclusions:

The need to resolve the problem of educating the disadvantaged is
great.

A balanced federal-state-local relationship is of prime importance.

State, local and private efforts must continue to be predominant,
although federal aid must play a large part.

Technical and vocational education needs improvement and expansion.

Federal support for industry-operated schools must be considered.

The colleges' and universities' commitment to lifelong education is
overdue.

Improvements and innovation in education are at least as important
as national defense.

Tax credits should not be granted as a means of financing higher
education.

Financial problems are worse for elementary and secondary schools
than for colleges and universities.

Recommendations:

*1. Legislation should be adopted to establish university extension
programs.

Legislation should be adopted to provide matching grants to
create supplementary educational centers within local school
systems and communities.

ye3 A nationwide network of large-scale National Educational
Laboratories, for research and methodology connected with
universities should be established.

Grants-in-aid to needy, able students should be afforded.
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5. Work-study programs should be expanded.

6. Loans and loan guaranties should be more widely used.

7. Studies in humanities require greater financial support.

8. A college development program of grants to colleges
affiliating for the sake of strength should be established.

9. A Program of National Teaching Fellows--a domestic Peace
Corps for helping relieve teacher shortage--should be adopted.

10. An independent Office of Education at Presidential level (like the
Office of Economic Opportunity) should coordinate old and new
programs and develop federal government policy.

11. A Council of Educational Advisors should review programs,
identify needs, and set goals.

12. A committee of laymen should study federal-state-local
relations in education and explore the feasibility of a per-
manent Literstate Commission on Education, under the
jurisdiction of the states, as a forum and study center.

*13. Grants should be given to strengthen state departments of
education.

* 14. Greater state efforts for teaching the handicapped are called
for.

15. Greater funding for the Educational Opportunity Act is needed.

16. Money is needed to better select and provide services for
non-government sponsored foreign students.

17. Funds are required for better coordination of the federal
agencies' internal activities and to better use college and
university' resources in conducting international educational
activities.

*18. Consideration should be given to federal government-sponsored
educational field offices overseas.

19. State educational machinery should receive increased support.
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20. General federal aid to public schools, with an equalization
formula, should be granted.

Program Initial Annual Cost

Supplementary Education Centers $1 billion

Community extension $50 million minimum (without
matching requirements).

National Educational Laboratories
and graduate level teacher-preparation
fellowships..: $50 million ($250 million after

five years).

Student aid programs, upgrading graduate
education, college development program,
national teaching fellows $350 mtllion(eventually reaching

$1 billion)
International education .double present funds.

Grants to improve states' educational
machinery $75 million.

General aid to public schools $1 billion maximum
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Date:.---.
By:
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White House Conference on Education: A Milestone
for Educational Progress

August, 1965

A report prepared for the Subcommittee on Education
of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United'
States Senate. It includes the summary reports of
eighteen consultants in nine discussion areas. ( The
conference did not act as a group in dealing with the
subjects under discussion).

Conclusions:

There will be relative and absolute declines in unskilled and semi-
skilled blue collar jobs; a probable slow-up in white-collar jobs
where computers are usable; growth in professional and technical
workers; a possibly growing gap between jobs available and workers
available.

A person needs 14 years of education to compete with machines.
Schools are producing annually one million unemployables.

We need certain kinds of information we do not have in order to
make long-range policy and commit huge sums of money.

.

The allocation of resources between the public and private sector is
of primary importance to policy; scholarship aid, instead of institu-
tional support, would switch growth fiom the public to private sector
of higher education.

Negro education is grossly inferior to white education.

Very few innovations have moved into the mainstream of American
education.

Federal aid in some form will continue, probably grow. The states
are,and should continue to be, the senior partners in the federal-state
r elation ship.

Serious deficiencies in schools will have incrLasingly serious
consequences for productivity of economy and social stability.

... School must meet needs of a significant disadvantaged minority.

Total revision of high school methodologies and curricula as well
as restoration of accent on individual capacity is long overdue.

I
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*The United States Office of Education is probably the only public
educational agency able to conduct a national periodic assessment
of American education.

*There is a desperate need for a national policy regarding education's
big problems and a detailed, prior, state-by-state study of American
education.

The responsibility for higher education is primarily the states'.

If the present pattern continues, private higher educational institutions
will become heavily undergraduate and public colleges and universities
will have to account for the necessary diversity in programs and
levels of education offered.

The trend is for the better-supported colleges and universities to
get richer, the poorer to get poorer.

Teachers and students dismally lack world perspective.

Educating the talented is a sound educational policy.

A basic problem in higher education is how to encourage federal
leadership without establishing federal control.

Federal policy in higher education is the sum of the programs the
federal government supports i. e. , not a coherent whole. The
pragmatic principle is not a sound basis for making policy.

1



(10) Name: Report of the Task Force on Education

Date: June, 1967

By: The President's Task Force on Education

Goals:

A 13-member Task Force appointed by the President;
all educators. William Friday, Chairman.

To provide equal opportunity for quality education.

To reverse the trend towards separate schools for rich,
middle class and poor.

To reduce adult illiteracy substantially.
.

To provide incentives for states to upgrade education.

. To develop vocational training programs for those with
educational and social handicaps.

. To provide special educational aid for rural youth.

. To expand and improve federal programs for education of
the poor.

. To expand and improve aid for constructing school facilities.

. To join city and suburb in educating the disadvantaged.

. To improve all colleges and universities.

. To expand all higher education institutions to accommodate
increased enrollment.

. To strengthen and give high priority to graduate education,
research, and scholarship.

Conclusions:

Poor children are at a severe educational disadvantage.

Much more integration is needed at all levels.

The federal government should provide incentives.
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The quality of undergraduate instruction needs improvement.

The quality of education in public education and in several
hundred private liberal arts schools is not nearly good enough.

Colleges and universities have a responsibility to contribute their
skills and knowledge to dealing with the problems of the community.

State departments of education traditionally have given too much
attention to rural education, too little to urban education.

Education is likely to become an ever more expensive sector of
the economy.

Higher education is headed for greater financial difficulties.

Enrollment burdens will fall most heavily on public colleges and
universities.

Recommendations: .

1. Title I of the ESEA Act should be employed to improve the
education of poor children. Appropriations should be doubled
over the next two fiscal years, and thereafter increased more
rapidly, but with a revised formula to focus money where
most needed. Well-to-do districts should receive Title I
aid if they educate poor children. There should be additional
incentives for mixing of middle and low income children in
schools.

*2. The federal government should encourage states to change
their aid formulas to equalize aid to school districts with
concentrations of poor children and educational problems.

3. Early Schooling should be given priority under Title I.

*4. The federal government should undertake a "moon shot"
effort to improve the instruction of poor children by
increasing research on curricula, teaching, and school
administration; and by supporting centers to test and
demonstrate new ideas -- ranging from a center for
reading to a center offering a totally new learning en-
vironment for students and their families.
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5. The Teacher Corps should be strengthened.

6. Basic illiteracy should be reduced within the next five
years, and programs stepped up to give adults a high
school education.

7. Vocational educators should establish special training programs
(including "real-life" training) for out-of-school youth.

*8. The Metropolitan School Program should establish major new
construction and operating grant program to encourage school
districts in cities and suburbs to cooperate in the development
of quality schooling to serve a mixture of races and income
classes. Twenty-five million dollars should be set aside for
each of 50 largest metropolitan areas to carry out a locally
developed plan. Supplementary grants should be made to
existing schools to enable them to change the mix of their
enrollments or to maintain favorable mixes. An all-environ-
ment program to maintain or institute a favorable racial-
economic mix in the schools should be demonstrated in 5 major
metropolitan areas, combining federal resources here recommen-
ded with those in model cities, urban renewal, and other programs.

*9. Consideration should be given to extending the "metropolitan"
school concept to a "regional" school concept to provide
comparable education in rural areas.

10. Special instructional measures should be given priority under
"moon shot" proposal to metropolitan school programs.

11. Title III (Supplementary Centers) of the ESEA should be used
more widely to solve crucial urban problems.

12. Integrated schools in the Model Cities Program should be
encou raged.

13. Grants should be made to States for teacher training and to
universities to advance the professional standing of teachers.

*14. School administration should receive greater attention through
programs to attract young people to prepare for school adminis-
tration; offer challenging, high quality, mid-career opportunities
for school executives; and to encourage communities to institute
efficient school management.

g
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15. Teachers and school administrators should be free to move
to school systems where their talents are most needed.

*16. General aid should,in the future, be considered as a much-
needed, inevitable way to equalize opportunity and to shift
the financial burden onto the federal income tax base.

*17. A four-part federal program of basic educational aid should
be developed for facilities construction, research and
scholarship, graduate education, and experimentation, as
follows:

. Facilities: Expand dollar levels, increase federal
matching, and provide academic facilities to meet
quality objectives (as well as enrollment increases).

. Research and scholarship: Expand federal support;
promote new and expanded high quality graduate
programs; pay full costs of federally supported
research; and establish a Social Science Foundation.

. Graduate Education: Increase percentage of federally
supported graduate students to 50%; and raise cost of
education allowances to $3, 500 per student.

. Experimental basic aid: Provide unrestricted grants
equal to 10% of instructional costs plus $100 for each
student. '

*18. Undergraduate instruction should be improved as follows:

. Offer undergraduate faculty a chance to do research.

. Give central administrations fun's to stimulate
innovation in teaching and curricula.

. Make project grants for developing better college
curricula for general use.

. Establish a selected number of university centers
for research and development in undergraduate
instruction.

. Establish supplementary centers and programs to
encourage innovations in curriculum and instruction.

1
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Establish undergraduate teaching professorships.

Increase support for international education.

A-41

*19. The developing colleges program should place emphasis
on linking predominantly Negro colleges with predominantly
white colleges; and on encouraging.the construction and use
of joint facilities, programs, and staff.

0. Existing programs (work-training, work- study, scholarships,
student loans and guarantees) should be expanded. Low-income
students should be prepared for college by helping them make
commitments in the first years of high school, by experimenting
with a free freshmen year and by assisting schools to develop
special .compensatory programs.

*21. Compensatory services should be offered to enable minority
youth to participate effectively in school.

*22. The community service role of higher education should be
strengthened by increasing funds for present programs, and by
special funding of those programs showing the greatest promise.

23. Elementary and secondary schools should be helped to establish
new teacher education centers; to encourage teachers colleges
to associate with a regional laboratory or a major university;
and to expand their Master of Arts in Teaching programs.

24. Educational research should be increased in the areas of
curriculum, learning, and teaching.

25. Federal planning and evaluation should be strengthened, in
order to develop a capability to plan the overall federal pro-
grams in education, and to conduct periodic evaluations of
new federal programs.

26. State planning and evaluation for elementary and secondary
schools should be strengthened. A single state plan for
elementary and secondary education should replace separate
plans.

27. The capability of local elementary and secondary schools to
develop and evaluate programs and plans should be strengthened,
and role of the local school board in the development of educa-
tional policies expanded.
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28. Those in programs of higher education planning and
evaluation should carefully assess existing programs
and plans before taking further steps.

29. Education Should. be given greater rank and status in the
federal government.

30. A high level group should be appointed to study the
organization of federal educational programs.

*31. Problems arising from federal red tape should be
minimized by making federal grants a year ahead of
their actual use; sending federal checks on time; and
consolidating regulations pertaining to federal programs.

Grant recipients should be adequately reimbursed for
administrative expenses.

32. New federal programs should include initial grants
for planning purposes.

Program

Elementary and
Secondary Education

Higher Education

Planning and Procedures

* in billions

Costs

1968 1969 1971
(base) (additional) (Task Force

Recommendation

$1540* $1322 $4991

3294 2307 4074

20 0 60

$4854 $3629 $9125

i
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(11) Name: The Federal Financing of Higher Education

Date: April, 1968

By: The Association of American Universities

Conclusions:

Federal aid must go to both public and private institutions.

Equal access and the highest possible educational attainment
are fundamental principles.

The success of national effort on almost any front depends to a
large extent on the manpbwer and knowledge developed in colleges
and universities.

.....

Greater federal aid should be a supplement to, not a substitute
for, other sources of income for higher education.

By 1975, there will be 8 million students enrolled in higher
education. A $15 billion annual budget will be needed, plus
about $1. 5 billion annually for construction.

The federal government has a special interest in graduate and
professional education.

Recommendations:

1. Student aid, especially for disadvantaged, and loan pro-
grams should be expanded.

2. Additional graduate fellowships and traineeships, and
increased cost-of-education supplements to federal
fellowships should be provided.

*3. A greater share of capital construction funds should
come from the federal government, (from 1/3 to 2/3
or more).

4. Research support and grants to institutions should increase.

*5. There should be more research on libraries, computers and
international studies.



6. New funding should commence for university "action"
programs.

*7. A new system of broadly based institutional support for
colleges and universities as a necessary supplement to
current sources of support should be undertaken.

a ani S.
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(12) Name: Report of the Advisory Committee on Higher Education
to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

Date: July 1, 1968

Goals:

The Advisory Committee on Higher Education

A 13-member group appointed in April, 1967 by the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. Members
represented higher education, state government,
foundations. W. Clarke Wescoe, Chairman.

To ensure higher education facilities, adequate in quality,
quantity, and variety to meet the.society's needs for
teaching, research and public service.

To ensure equal access to higher education, including
the removal of financial barriers and the operation of
compensatory programs.

To enhance the intellectual and cultural quality of American
life by supporting those aspects of higher education leading
to a fuller life for all U. S. citizens..

Conclusions:

The federal government is primarily responsible for the destiny
of higher education.

The absence of clear goals and comprehensive policies on the part
of the federal government has done considerable damage in acade-
mic development, institutional integrity, administration and
financing of higher education.

The development of such clear goals and comprehensive policies
is now a national imperative.

State and local contributions are close to their farthest limit.

If the federal goal is to remove financial barriers to a higher
education, it should pay the full costs of programs to achieve
that goal and reimburse institutions for cost increases incurred
thereby.
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There is a need for an effective system of communication between
higher educational institutions and the federal government.

Education has become the chief determinant of a person's social
position.

Federal funds support research, aid to students, growth and
modernization of higher education, and the arts and humanities.

The drawbaLas of federal support include a grossly uneven dis-
tribution of support; a lack of government awareness of impact
of federal funding on individual institutions; a distortion of
academic balance; an undue emphasis on innovation; and many
unreasonable administrative regulations.

There is a lack of federal support for instructional costs, and
for special-purpose institutions.

The federal government has a primary responsibility for higher
education, because it is now a national concern. The 'government
is more and more dependent on higher edudation for services and
training; and is the only public body with the scope, authority and
money to equalize educational opportunity and strengthen institu-
tions.

Recommendations:

The federal government should:

*l. Stabilize its funding operations.

*2. Sustain excellence and achievement by concentrating on
quality institutions and able students.

3. Recognize effective past efforts by institutions.

4. Maintain diversity among institutions and create new points
of entry.

*5. Assume special responsibilities for graduate and professional
education.

6. Encourage the development of national and regional facilities.

7. Establish reasonable administrative procedures.
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8. Encourage additional sources of support for higher
education.

9. Revise its matching requirements.

10. Study and plan for future needs.

11. Establish a National Council on Higher Learning in the
office of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare,
to serve as forum, to gather data and promote research,
to assess priorities and the adequacy of existing policies,
to serve as spokesman and assist it drafting legislation.
It should consist of 15 members, appointed by the Secre-
tary of HEW.

12. Strengthen the Federal Interagency Committee on Educa-
tion to coordinate all federal programs in higher education
and to maintain liaison with the National Council.

Costs:

None given

... . -... ma. . .
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(13) Name: Alternative Methods of Federal Funding for Higher
Education

Date: August, 1968

By: Ronald A. Wolk for the Carnegie Commission on
thr Future of Higher Education

Major Alternative Methods of Financing Higher Education:

1. Categorical Aid. Grants, contracts or loans in support of
a special project or goal designated by granting agency,
until 1960's, were almost the sole form of federal aid.
Land-Grant Act of 1862 and World War II research grants
are two of the biggest examples of this kind of aid.

Research. Some argue that grants for research are not
aid, but payment for services. In 1966, colleges and
universities paid an estimated $60 million from institutional
funds to support federally-sponsored research. Construction
aid was begun in 1930's for housing. In 1956 Health Research
Facilities Act gave facilities grants; 1963 Higher Education
Facilities Act released millions to colleges and universities
for facilities on a 2 to 1 matching basis.

2. Student Aid. The GI Bill initiated extensive federal aid to
students. The National Defense provided loans and
fellowships on a 90-10 (federal government - colleges and
universities) basis, with a cost-of-education allowance to the
institution for every graduate followship. The Higher
Education Act of 1965 gave economic opportunity grants
to undergraduates, as well as work-study funds and
guaranteed loans.

3. Institutional Grants. These are provided through NDEA,
NSF grants, HEA, etc. The term "Inttitutional grants"
is now being used by some to refer to broad, unrestricted
support for higher education institutions. Such a form of
support is approved within the academic world, but not
outside. The latter group claims it would be too little
spread too thin, and would too often perpetuate mediocrity.

4. Tax Relief. There are three kinds of tax relief: deductions;
exemptions (these give most benefit to those with high incomes);



tax-credit (subtracting expenses from actual tax owed).
Proponents for the idea of relief argue that tax credits
will offset tuition and fee increases and also help insti-
tutions. Opponents say it is too costly, aids the rich,
helps the institution more than students, favors private
higher education, and puts public funds' control into
individuals' hands. Institutional and individual exemp-
tions involve enormous amounts of money. Recent
proposals involved shifting part of the financial burden
for educational expenses from student and parents to
the federal government.

5. Revenue and Aid to the States. Significant
federal aid to states and federal aid to higher education
began with the Moirill Act. By 1968, over one-half of
federal grants to states were for health, education and
welfare.

Tax Sharing. This would give states a designated per-
centage of the federal tax revenue.

Unconditional Grants. This involves monies for general
purposes distributed through a permanent trust fund. Both
this and tax sharing maintain state authorities and allow
the state to share in the federal tax collected.

Conditional Grants. Made for specific purposes, they
would preserve federal power but would be an effective
"equalizer" of educational opportunity throughout all
states.

Revenue Sharing. Some see it as a path to creative
federalism, a builder of state power and a solution to
state problems. Others oppose it because they think
states operate inefficiently and without a solid tax
base. They fear the states' misuse of the revenue
received.

1
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(14) Name: Quality and Equality: New Levels of Federal
Responsibility for Higher Education

Date: December, 1968

,13.. Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher
Education

A commission of 15 members created in early 1967
by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. Clark Kerr, Chairman.

Goals:

. To retain and improve the academic quality of higher
educational institutions.

. To effect equality of access to higher education.

. To provide student aid to assure that financial barriers do
not prevent or shorten pursuit of higher education.

. To provide funds for institutional expansion.

. To encourage graduate training of professional personnel,
especially medical.

. To support the most talented Ph. D. candidates and the
institutions that train them.

. To continue supporting university research.

. To support new curricular directions and new educational
techniques.

Conclusions:
O

Equality of opportunity is increasingly related to equality of access
to education.

The economy is dependent on basic research, advancing technology
and higher skills.

wr
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Social complexity requires more managers, teachers and pro-
fessionals, particularly health personnel.

Higher education's cultural contributions help America to be aware
of the problem of the quality of life.

Yearly higher education enrollment will grow by 1976 to 8 million.
Its functions will continue to grow and develop. By 1976, higher
education will cost $41 billion a year.

The private sector cannot be expected substantially to increase
its contribution to higher education.

Much greater federal support of all higher education is required.
It should;

Elicit rather than replace state and private support.
Allow for periodic re-evaltiation and re-allocation.
Help both public and private institutions.
Improve educational. opportunity for all.
Allow free student choice of institution and field of study.
Preserve institutional autonomy and diversity.
Encourage innovation.
Help distinguished institutions maintain premium for quality.
Use the competitive principle to support academic quality.

Recommendations:

*1. The present program of educational opportunity grants
should be strengthened and expanded based on need. The
funds should be increased so that all college students with
demonstrated need are assured of some financial aid.

Grants should be available for no more than four under-
graduate years and two graduate years. In case of full
need, grants should be awarded in the amounts of $750
per year, for freshman and sophomores, $1000 per year
for juniors and seniors, $1000 per year for first and
second-year graduate students.

2. An undergraduate student holding an educational opportunity
grant and receiving added grants from non-federal sources
should be provided with a supplementary federal grant in
an amount matching the non-federal grants but not exceeding
one-half of the student's educational opportunity grant.
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3. Each college and university should be given a scholar-
ship fund for needy stuaents equal to 10% of the total
sum of educational opportunity grants held by students at
that institution.

4. Colleges and universities should be provided with funds
to operate work-study programs for undergraduates who
meet in general terms the federal criteria, with provisions
for enabling them to earn up to $500 per year, and for
encouraging off-campus assignmems of educational value.

*5. The present federal aid program of guidance, counseling,
and testing for identification and encouragement of able
students should expand to include research activities to
develop better ways to identify qualified students; federal
training courses for high school teachers and counselors;
and information centers in metropolitan areas.

6. Selected universities should undertake specific graduate
talent search and development programs.

*7. A doctoral fellowship prograin should provide $3000
annually for no more than 2 years to students advanced
to the Ph. D. or other research dodtorate candidacy. The
total number of such first-year fellowships should equal
three-fourths of all earned U. S. doctorates in the previous
year.

*8. A federal contingent loan program should be established, so
that undergraduates could borrow up to $2500 per year,
graduates up to $3500 per year. The program would be
administered through the institutions; need would not be a
condition of eligibility. This program would offset inadequa-
cies of the NDEA and Guaranteed Loans Program.

A loan program with a contingent repayment provision has the
following advantages over a fixed-contract loan:

Those with highest posteducation incomes would help pay
the cost of edv.cating those whose incomes were lower.

Prospect of repayment would be a lesser deterrent to
assuming the loan.

ii
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. Student would be more independent because he could
pay a larger part of his education through a. loan.

. The counterarguments - i. e. that such a program would
attract mostly applicants from lower income groups and
discourage women from taking loans - are claimed to be
manageable.

........---. .1
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*9. Cost-of- education supplements sho.uld.be given to colleges
and universities based on the numbers and levels of students
holding federal grants enrolled in the institutions.. The
institution should use part of these to give special attention
to educational needs of the increased number of educationally
disadvantaged students.

*10. A program should be established of substantial federal aid
for medical education and health services to expand existing
medical schools; to create new medical schools; to train
medical care support personnel; and to increase quantity
and quality of health care.

The goals should be accomplished by means of student aid
to medical students;' construction funds; start-up, non-
construction grants; and program support.

*11. Construction grants should be increased from the present
2/5 and 1/3 provisions to 1/2 total amounts required to
construct, renovate, or replace facilities. Start-up, non-
construction grants should be provided for new community
colleges and urban institutions. Academic facilities con-
struction loan program funds should be increased to cover.
an additional 25% of needed new construction costs.

1 2. Funds for university and college research in next few years
should be expanded, but with annual rate of increase declining
from 15% in 1970-71 to 10% in 1976-77. .

*13. Grants amounting to 10% of the total research grants
received annually by an institution should be given to that
institution, to be used at its sole discretion.

14. Funding for developing institutions, library support, and
international studies should be enlarged.
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15. A National Foundation for the Development of Higher
Education, operating under direction of a board and
organized like NSF, should fund short-run, develop-
mental programs; encourage, advise, review, and
finance institutional programs showing new directions
in curricula, strengthening essential areas, improving
techniques, etc.

16. A Council' of Advisors on Higher Education should be
appointed, to be attached to the White House. (The
Commission rejected tax credits to parents of children
in college because they would not aid low-income
families; and general subsidies to the sev ral states
because they would fail to provide the coordination and
perspective necessary to assure expansion of programs
of primary national concern.)

Costs:

These new priorities and the expansion of existing programs
will cost about $10 billion per year by 1976 On of expected
additional revenues at that time).

1. 1967-68 1976-77

$3. 45 billion $13. 22 billion (for present
purposes)

2. Expenditures for above recommendations:

1910-71

$ 7. 03
3. 03 loan commitments

$ 10. 06 billion

1976-77

$12. 97
5. 61

$18. 58 billion
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(15) Name: Toward a Long-Range Plan for Federal Financial
Support for Higher Education

Date:

By:.

Goals:

January, 1969

United States Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and "Evaluation.

In response to request of President made in 1968.
Submitted by the Secretary of HEW.

To increase number and proportion of educated people.

To increase the equality of opportunity for higher education.

To improve the quality of higher education.

To preserve diversity in higher education and advance
institutional autonomy and academic freedom.

To strengthen graduate education and institutional research
and public service capabilities of higher educational institu-
tions.

To encourage the efficient use of resources in higher education.

Conclusions:

Federal aid can only be partial. There will continue to be many
competing demands on a limited federal budget. Families,
business, industry and students must share the financial burden.

The federal government should adopt an explicit, long-range goal
of removing financial barriers in order to guarantee higher education
to all who can benefit from it.

. Motivating pre-college students is every bit as important as helping
in-college students.

Institutional autonomy and diversity must be preserved.
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Higher education enrollment has risen rapidly, but
expenditures have increased even more rapidly.

The federal government has never developed an explicit
strategy for the support of higher education.

All types of institutions rely more on federal funds as a
result of a relative decrease in endowment earnings and
private gifts and grants as revenue sources. In 1965-66,
federal funds accounted for 21% of total revenue of higher
educational institutions.

Federal aid for undergraduates is far from adequate to
insure access to college for all persons capable of
acquiring a college education.

Public institutions, rather than private, have experienced
a relative decline in revenue per student in the recent past.

Graduate education has an imbalance in administrative and .

institutional arrangements, in the relationship among fields.
of study, and in institutional patterns.

There is a significant loss of academically able students from
lower income families.

Excluded from this study were the following:

Consideration of specialized types of manpower or need for
particular kinds of professional training.

Assessrxxent of present quality of higher education.

Consideration of desirable level of federal spending for
research in higher educational institutions.

Recommendations:.
1. An expanded educational opportunity grant program for needy

students combined with a cost-of-education allowance to the
institution should be provided for all needy full-time under-
graduate students in good standing. It should be dispensed
through specially-designated agencies directly to institutions.
Cost-of-education allowance would be based on the number of
such. students and on the NDEA Loan Program and College
Work-Study Program funds.
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2. A National Student Loan Bank, a non-profit private
corporation, should be established by the U. S. govern-
ment to give loans at fixed interest rate, available to
both undergraduate and graduate students, with a long-
term repayment schedule, and a cancellation schedule
for low-income years. Advantages over other proposed
or existing loan arrangements would include a longer
repayment schedule; possible cancellation if income is
low; no repayment required while a student or in military
service; and the availability of a bonus at all times.

A twenty-member Board of Directors would direct this
corporation. Congress would choose fifteen members,
the President would appoint five public members by and
with Senate advice .to represent higher education, banking
and finance. IRS xould collect all repayments.

0
3. The. new programs of special services for disadvantaged

students should be fully funded.

4. The National Science Foundation, National Institutes of
Health, and Office of Education institutional development
grants should be extended to the National Foundation on
the Arts and Humanities. All should be substantially
funded, in order to develop new centers of excellence and
new areas of study, particularly at the graduate level.

5. The cost-of-education allowances for federal graduate
fellowships should be raised. A scheduled review should be
introduced for upward adjustment of allowance, in recogni-
tion of the higher cost of higher levels of graduate education.

6. NDEA graduate fellowships should be expanded to 30, 000
by 1975, (especially in non-science fields) more than double
the present number. Still, this figure would equal only 6%
of full-time graduate students in 1975.

7. A "sustaining grant" equal to a percentage of federal research
awards should be given to higher educational institutions.

*8, Over the next several years, categorical aid programs
related to specific items should be consolidated whenever
possible and the definition of categories should be broadened.
A block grant would provide funds for any or all of the
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following: construction renovation, facility rental,
library resources, buying instructional equipment,
planning and evaluating institutional functions and
operations. The federal share should be at least
half of the total. Long-range institutional plans
should be encouraged.

9. The Developing Institutions Program should be fully
funded.

10. The Office of Education should establish a project-
grant program to support experiments to improve
undergraduate teaching and to devise new instructional
programs.

The report maintains that student aid is a more effective
mechanism for promoting equality of educational oppor-
tunity, and institutional aid is a more effective mechanism
for rapidly channeling resources per student into the
higher education sector of the economy.

Costs:

The federal money required by FY 1976 to implement only these
recommendations would be $6. 3 billion. Total federal funds for
higher education (excluding research) would rise from $3,7 to
about $11.2 billion in FY 1976. Including research, ara increase
from $5. 4 billion in FY 1976 is projected.



(16) Name: Federal Programs for Higher Education

Date: February, 1969

American Council on Education

Goals:

To provide greater access to higher education for an ever
larger number and larger percentage of our young people
through student aid programs, especially for disadvantaged
students, and plant construction aid.

To increase output of highly trained manpower at giaduate
and professional level, particularly in health and science.

To support basic research.

To support and encourage high quality in education.

To mobilize and use institutions' intellectual resources in
a host of service functions.

Conclusions:

Despite states' efforts, large increases in philanthropy, and
drastically increased student charges, financial situation of
colleges and universities has steadily deteriorated.

Education is a national asset and a national responsibility; no
state or region can be assured that its investment in higher
education will give commensurate returLis.

When the federal government decides to support a given area
of activity, non-federal sources are quick to follow.

Recommendations:

1. In all federal-university relationships, cost-sharing and
matching requirements should be eliminated. Maintenance-
of-cos: requirements should be maintainud.

2. Universities should be given a sustained government
commitment.
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3. The Guaranteed Loan Program, Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants, Work-Study; NDEA Loan, Upward Bound,
College Housing Loan Programs and the H:gher Education
Facilities Act should be maintained and improved.

4. Five per cent of the federal government academic research
money should be allocated for direct grants to institutions
for research in the social sciences, humanities and the arts.

5. Annual. increases in number of federal graduate fellowships
and traineeships should be resumed.

6. The Improvement of Graduate Programs (Title X, HEA
of 1965) should be established.

Funds for the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange
Act programs and the AID technical cooperation programs;
the. International Education Act of 1966; and support programs
to train health personnel should be restored and increased.

a. Support for general institutional purposes should be provided,
with the formula basted largely on undergraduate enrollment.

9. A coordinating council in federal government should be
established, to consider all facets of higher education,
and to weigh priorities.

Costs:

For construction, $3. 75 billion will be needed by the mid-1970's
to close the gap, to be provided through a mix of interest subsidy
payments: $1 billion in direct loans for college housing and $1
billion in grants for academic facilities, with the federal share
raised from the present 50% to 75%.
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(17) Name: Report of the President-eItct's Task Force,,on Education.

Date: 1969

By: Task Force on Education 4.1*pointed by President Nixon
Alan Pifer, Chairman

Conclusions:

The increased federal involvement in recent years is due to:
urgent national needs; much greater public awareness of relation-
ship between education and solution of various national problems;
inadequacy of state, local and private sources of funds; greatly
increased public demand for education either a basic right or a
consumption item; and weakness 'of leadership at state level.

The President must establish his image as' "education- minded. "

The present federal responsibility for education derives from the
General Welfare clause of Constitution, transcending the total of
the collective concerns of state, local and private agencies.

The federal government's chief failings in educational matters are
inadequate mechanisms for policy formulation, and lack of intra-
governmental coordination.

Less than one-third of the annual $12 billion spent by the federal
government on education is administered by the Commissioner of
Education.

The disorganization of federal effort by default may be said to
preserve. pluralism.

The post of Assistant Secretary of HEW for Education could be
abolished.

Three types of federal aid were summarized as follows:

* General Aid. This consists of lump fums for unspecified
purposes to states or institutions; it is being given only
to the service academies and Howard University.
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Block Grants. These. are funds given or loaned for
broadly defined purposes on a formula basis to
states or institutions, e. g. through Title.I of ESEA.

Categorical Grants. These are funds given or loaned for
specifically defined purposes, with decision as to their
purposes reserved to the federal agency.

Arguments against general aid were summarized as follows:

It would reopen and aggravate the churth-state issue.
It would cause civil rights problems.
If widely used, it would destroy the capacity for a
national approach to urgent problems.
It would almost certainly increase the cost of education
greatly without a commensurate raise in quality.
It would probably not alleviate special problems of urban
education and would aggravate existing problems in the
maldistribution of federal education funds.
Congress would probably not relinquish the political power
inherent in block and categorical grants.

Federal aid to individual students, which circumvents the church-
state issue, promotes resistance to integregation in some states.

The federal government has a special responsibility to intervene
in urban education.

Discontinuaas federal funding in support of higher education is
irresponsible, especially when federal funds are dominant in an
institution's budget.

Tax credit plans favor the well-to-do and are not acceptable.

Recommendations:

1. The position of Commissioner of Education should be up-
graded to a Secretaryship over a separate Department of
Education.

2. A National Council of Educational Advisors in the Executive
Office (If the President should be established.

*3. The federal government should move away from categorical
grants toward broader "designated block grants. "
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4. Aid to strengthen state departments of education should be
increased.

*5. A new Urban Education Act (as an addition to Title I of
ESEA) should give impetus to a concentrated effort on
educational improvement in the largest cities.

6. Funds for Educational Opportunity Grants under HEA should
be increased.

7. The shortage in loan and grant funds for higher education
facilities should be made up.

*8. Colleges and universities should be given funds to provide
special assistance to city schools and other urban problems.

9. Research funds should be restored.

10. Headstart should be retained.

11. Indian children in federal schools should be included in all
future education legislation.

12. The funding of the Teacher.s Corps and the other sections_ of
the Education Professions Development Act, and of the
Vocational Education Act should be increased.

13. The level of funding of the Fulbright program should be
restored to at least the 1967 level of fiscal strength. The
International Education Act should be funded in full.

*14. The arts at the elementary and secondary levels, particularly
in the inner cities, should receive greater support.

Program Annual Cost

Urban Education Act $1 billion

Economic Opportunity Grants. ,, no amount suggested

NDEA Loan and Work-Study $100 million more

Graduate fellowships and traineeships no amount suggested

Teachers Corps . $10 million more
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Fulbright Program.. I ..... .. , , $15 million more

National Endowment for the
Humanities $13,75 million more

s
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Appendix B

SUMMARY OF THE STATUS OF CURRENT PLANNING AND COORDINATION
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE 50 STATES

A. Purpose and Method

The purpose of this report is to survey the present status of planning and

coordinating of higher education in each of the fifty states and the District

of Columbia. It covers facilities as well as programs.

A copy of the material on each state that appeared in the first (1967)

edition of this report was sent to the director of the primary planning

agency or of the facilities planning agency with a request that it be

corrected, updated, and augmented. In addition, the agency received a

questionnaire requesting supplementary information. Copies of recent

master plans and/or the relevant planning documents of all planning

bodies concerned with higher education were requested. Similar requests

were addressed to regional associations.

Questionnaires on the planning procedures for student financial assistance

were sent to each state authority concerned with this field; others on

post-secondary vocational-technical education to each State Director of

Vocational-Technical Education.

The information thus collected was written up and sent back to an official

* Persons interested in a more complete review of state planning
arrangements for higher education should consult State Planning
for Higher Education, available from the Academy for Educational
Development, 1424 Sixteenth St. N. W., Washington D. C. 20036.
Price $3. 00.
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state agency for final review and approval. The section on each state

therefore reflects the view of the statewide coordinating or facilities

body as to planning for higher education in the state. Some state agencies

which have a role in planning for higher education may have been omitted

from this study inasmuch as only those listed in the material returned by

the approving agency were included in this report.

The following questions are discussed:

(a) How does the state provide for overall planning fur

higher education and how is it coordinated? How is

planning coordinated for public senior ipstitutions?

Two-year institutions? Post-secondary vocational-

technical education? Does the state make special

arrangements applicable to planning or coordination

in private institutions of higher education? If so,

what mechanisms are employed?

(b) If 'a statewide planning agency for higher education

has been established, does it also have governing

authority? Is the same agency responsible for

medical education planning? student financial aid

programs? administration of federal titles relating

to facilities? post-secondary vocational-technical

education?
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(c) What other public or private agencies are concerned

with statewide planning for higher education? What

are their functions in this respect?

(d) Does the state have a completed master plan? Is a

master plan in process of completion? scheduled for

future development?

(e) What role do regional associations play in higher

education planning? National associations?

B. Summary of Findings

I. Individual Institutions

Most individual institutions are responsible for developing

their own plans.

2. Coordination of Planning

The difficulty of coordinating the multiple activities of the

numerous state agencies involved in the many facets of

higher education is suggested by the fact that this study

identified more than 300 agencies, other than individual

institutions, with some responsibility for higher educa-

tion.
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In many states, decisions on the development of
1

higher education are inherent in the budgeting pro-

cess which requires review and analysis of budget

requests by various state agencies and legislative

committees or departments. A number of other

state agencies have governing or line relationships

to the educational institutions, and some are related

to them through coordinating, advisory, or staff

functions.

In addition, compliance with the requirements of

federal programs in aid of higher education has re-

sulted in the proliferation of federally-supported state

agencies (facilities commissions, vocational-technical

boards, scholarship/fellowship committees, etc. ).

3. Official Coordinating and Governing Agencies (Table I)

Most state governments recognize the need for systematic

planning for higher education; an increasing number of

states have interposed publicly financed special agencies

between the individual institutions and the mushrooming

group of state agencies. Statutory or constitutional

agencies have been established in 40 states to coordinate

overall planning for higher education.
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Seventeen of these 40 agencies. also govern and re-

gulate public institutions of higher education. The

State Board of Education has legal authority for the

general supervision of higher education in Florida,

Idaho, Michigan, Montana, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania and Rhode Island. Divisions within the

board are responsible for overall planning and coordina-

tion. In Oregon, a coordinating agency has been super-

imposed over the statewide governing board. In Arizona

and Idaho the agency's governing authority extends only

to senior institutions.

The 23 agencies which do not have governing power

exercise varying degrees of control over planning and

coordination. Some statewide planning boards or com-

missions have only advisory or planning functions.

Others review and coordinate academic, facilities,

and financial planning. A few, vested by statute with

policy-making and sometimes operational powers,

define the functions of state-supported institutions,

approve new degree programs, approve establishment

of new institutions, etc.

1
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Among the 10 states and the District of Colombia

which have no formal statewide coordinating or plan-

ning agency, a few have advisory bodies with limited

functions; Indiana has voluntary arrangements. In

four states (Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi) which

report having no overall agency, there is a governing

board to administer and coordinate all senior public

institutions.

4. Information Obtained on Functions of Official Statewide
Planning Agencies (Table II)

a. Private Institutions: In 14 states the official plan-

ning agency is charged with same responsibility for

private institutions in overall planning for higher

education.

The law stipulates in three of the 14 states that

private institutions muut be included in agency

planning activity. However, participation by the

institutions is voluntary. Pour states require re-

presentation from the private sector on the member-

ship'of the official agency and in five the agencies

have authority to review planning and approve pro-
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gram and degree changes for private as well as

public institutions. The Kentucky Council on

Public Higher Education serves as a central

statistical and facilities-planning agency for both

public and private institutions. In Oklahoma,

private institutions may apply for affiliation with

the official agency.

Private institutions participate in the benefits of

state-coordinated federal programs, and rt:pre-

sentation of the private sector on advisory com-

mittees of the administering agency is required.

Some 15 additional official state agencies indicate

a degree of recognition of the private institutions in

their statewide planning activities, but for the most

part interchange between the public and private sec-

tors is still very limited.

. .

b. Medical Education Planning: The official agency

coordinates medical education planning in 28 states.

c. Administration of Federal Titles Relating to Facilities:

The primary state planning agency also administers

federal titles relating to facilities in 19 states.
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Three states have assigned this function to other

existing state agencies, but in the remaining 28

states and the District of Columbia special agencies

have been established to administer the federal

facilities titles. Fifteen primary agencies reported

having only a planning function for facilities.

d. Planning and Administration of Student Financial
Aid Programs: Student financial aid programs

are administered by the official agency in 12 states;

it is responsible for some programs in seven others.

Coordinating the planning for student financial assistance

distributed by several agencies is a function of the

official agency in 12 additional instances.

e. Post-secondary Vocational-Technical Education:

The official planning agency has some responsibility

for planning of post-secondary vocational-technical

education in 21 states.

5. Master Plans (Table III)

Most states are developing master plans. Twenty-

three states have completed master plans or planning

documents which serve as a guideline for statewide
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planning. Eight more states are in the process of

completing master plans, and seven others expect to

develop such plans. Of the 12 states (and District of

Columbia) which indicate no interest in master plan

development, Connecticut and Washington haveno

mandate for one but overall planning activity is con-

tinou s.

6. Associations

The associations included in this report have direct

concern with long-range planning for higher education.

Although material was collected on the activities of

accrediting associations as well, the decision was made

to omit them since their planning service is usually pro-

vided only through their accreditation activities.

The associations serve member states as catalysts for

action aad consultants for continuous planning. They

are working to develop cooperative progvams and

systematic communication among the state agencies

which plan for higher education. Each has an interest

in the role, functions, and responsibilities of state

education agencies in improving higher education. A

major activity is the gathering, interpretation, and

dissemination of data to improve planning.



Appendix C

STUDY METHODOLOGY

The Academy for Educational Development, in carrying out its assign-

ment, gave top priority +o establishing liaison with members of the

higher education community in institutions, government agencies,

associations, foundations, and other organizations.

The Academy for Educational Development, in carrying out this study,

focused its efforts on:

Soliciting the views of leaders in higher education

as to the major issues and problems with which national

planning must be concerned.

Gaining the support of key leaders of higher erlucatiou

in government, institutions, foundations, associations,

and elsewhere for the purpose of the study, in order to

explore with them the potential for some kind of national

planning ,:ffort.

Appraising the capabilities for planning, and for research

related to planning, of higher-education institutions,

government agencies, research centers, etc.

Evaluating the many proposals made in recent years to

strengthen the national position of higher education.
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To accomplish these purposes, the Academy engaged in the following

activities (see Appendix D for an itemized listing of meetings and memo-

randa):

1. Conducted a series of special meetings in Washington,

D.C., New York City, Denver, and Pittsburgh to

brief the nation's leaders of higher education, including

the heads of major institutions; the leaders of key

organizations, societies, and associations; government

officials; and others.

2. Recruited, briefed and trained a temporary staff of pro-

fessional, technical, and clerical personnel to carry out .

various assignments including the conducting of seminars,

the preparation of reports, the interviewing of key offi-

cials, the preparation and conducting of surveys, the

development of materials, etc.

3. Organized and conducted some 70 seminars throughout

the country for presidents, deans, and other key officials

of the nation's colleges and universities. These seminars,

the fir st.of their kind ever held in the country, were de-

voted to the identification and discussion of the major

issues requiring planning in higher education and of the
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possible models for zzational planning agencies.

Seminars were organized separately for:

a. Private two- and four-year colleges and private

universities, to which all institutions were invited.

b. State colleges and universities, to which all institu-

ticns were invited.

c. Land-grant colleges and universities, to which all

institutions were invited.

d. public. commiglity an_d_jimtar-c-olleges,---to which a

selected group was invited. .

e. .A selected joint group drawn from those who had

attended an earlier seminar within one of the above

separate categories.

4. Recorded, summarized and evaluated the various seminars.

5. Participated in a 1.3SM-sponsored two-day research con-

ference for the Future of Higher Education held in

Washington, D.C. , December 2 and 3, 1968.

6. Conducted a number of meetings with heads of state

higher education coordinating agencies, governing boards



and councils concerning the problems of the states in

planning and their possible future relationship to

national planning activities.

7. Contacted and interviewed the key officials concerned

with programs for higher education in major federal

agencies, obtaining from these various agencies, where

appropriate, copies of planning documents and reactions

to the idea of and procedures for a national planning

activity for higher education.

8. Solicited ideas on national planning from leaders of the

group of college and university students that was assem-

bled in mid-May 1969, by the U. S. Office of Education to

discuss student involvement in USOE programs.

Assembled the necessary data and produced a compre-

hensive document describing for each of the fifty states

the duties, functions, and responsibilities of the various

agencies in each state which have overall planning respon-

sibilities for higher education and of such additional

agencies as may be responsible for student assistance,

vocational education, facilities construction, etc. Each

of the states provided the complete data as well as copies
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of any plans which may have been developed. (See

Appendix B for a summary of this report).

10. Requested, collected and assembled from many of the

nation's colleges and universities and from the various

states samples of planning reports and activities, infor-

mation about personnel responsibilities for planning,

and copies of actual planning documents.

11. Appraised the work of the major research and planning

centers in the nation concerned with the future of

higher education; interviewed their staffs with respect

to planning-related activities in process or contemplated.

12. Assembled a list of topics requiring further study or

research which have emerged from the seminars and

contacts with a great many people and agencies around

the country who are concerned with the future of higher

education.

13. Collected and analyzed reports, professional articles

and statements concerning the establishment of various

types of agencies at the national or federal level for

planning and/or policy development in the area of higher

education.

.. .
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14. Collected and analyzed the key.recommendation con-

cerning higher education contained in various major

reports. (See Appendix A ).

15. Collected and analyzed for use as general background,

various governmental and institutional reports, models,

papers, and statements relative to the planning of higher

education in the nation in the years ahead.

16. Reviewed various proposed models for general federal

support for higher education and recruited a group of

economists to provide advice to the project.

17. Prepared for the nation's governors, at the behest of

the Education Commission of the States, a report on

various recommended agencies for national planning;

briefed the Steering Committee of the Education Com-

mission of the States on this project and the various

proposed agencies.

18. .Provided oral progress reports on November 4, 1968

to Drs. Molnar and Neudling, to Drs. Neudling, Koenig,

et al, on March 7, 1969, to Drs. Pollen, Neudling and

Koenig on May 14, 1969 and on June 2, 1969.

;



19, Prepared an Interim Report on the Academy's findings,

entitled "Toward An Agenda For A National Planning

Effort In Higher Education", which was submitted on

June 30,. 1969.



Appendix D

INDEX OF EXHIBITS AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
(On File in Academy Offices)

Field Work -- Including reports of seminars, special meetings and briefings,
interviews, and related research activities.

I. Summary Report of Seminars: How Two- and Four-Year Private
Colleges and Universities View Planning.
(Albert E. Holland)

2. Summary Report of Seminars: How State Colleges View Planning.
(Eugene H. Kleinpell)

3. Summary Report of Seminars: How State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges View Planning.
(Paul G. Bulger)

. ..

4. Summary Report of Seminars: How Community Colleges View
Planning.
(James L. Wattenbarger)

5. Summary Report of Meetings, Interviews, and Related Correspondence:
The Views on Planning of Executive Officers of Statewide Cdordinating
Agencies for Higher Education.
(Lawrence E. Dennis)

6. Summary Report of Meetings, Interviews, and Related Research:
Present Education-related Planning Activities within Federal Agencies,
and the Views of Key Federal Officials as to Present and Future Plan-
ning Needs.
(Roger D. Semerad)

7 SummaryReport of Surveys, Interviews, and Meetings within the
Research Community: A Survey of Research and Perspectives
on National Planning for Higher Education.
(Lyman A. Glenny, Leland L. Medsker, Ernest G. Pa lola, James
G. Paltridge)
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8. Summary Report of Meetingand Related Papers: How Leading
Economists View National Planning for Education.
(James Douglas Brown, Jr.)

9. A Summary of Current State Planning Arrangements for Higher
Education (for each of the 50 States and the District of Columbia).
(Louise Abrahams)

10. Summary Report on Meeting and Related Correspondence: The
Need for Planning as Expressed by Members of the Federation of
State Associations of Independent Colleges and Universities.
(Rexford G. Moon, Jr.)

11. Briefing for the Steering Committee, Education Commission of the
States.
(Rexford G. Moon, Jr.)

12. Various Summary Reports: Meetings and Briefings with Education
Association Members, Key Government Officials, National Higher-
education Leaders.
(Academy Staff)

Consultant and Staff Memoranda

1. A Summary of Various Proposals fir a National Higher-Education
Planning Agency.
(Rexford G. Moon, Jr.)

2. Major ProVems Facing Public Schools in the Seventies.
(Sidney G. Tickton and Ronald Gross)

3. Managing the Future: Some Practical Suggestions.
(Alvin C. Eurich)

4. Current Techniques in College and University Planning.
(Juan A. Casasco)

5. Areas of Needed Research Into National Planning for Higher Educa-
tion.
(Barry W. Schwenkmeyer)

6. Major Issues to be Faced in Planning the Future of Higher Education.
(Harvie Branscomb)
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7. A Consideration of Faculty Workload Policies at Twelve Liberal
Arts Colleges. ..

(Barry W. Schwenkmeyer) 1

8. A Summary of Major Reports on Education, from 1929 to 1969.
(Jerome E. Lord)

9. Major Issues in Federal Aid to Higher Education: Some Un-
answered Questions.
(John P. Malian)

10. A Proposed Conference Agenda on Major Issues in Federal Aid to
Higher Education.
(John P. Malian)

11. Thoughts on National Planning for Higher Education.
(Alice M. Rivlin)

12. Economic Planning for Higher Education.
(Robert Haveman)

13. A Consideration of Some Major Issues in Educational Planning.
(William J. Baumol)

14. The Economist's Point of View on National Planning for Education.
(William G. Bowen)

15. Long-Range Planning: An Essential in College Administration.
(Chester M. Alter)

16. Some Major Issues to be Considered in National Planning for Educa-
tion.
(Chester M. Alter)

17. An Agenda for National Planning and Policy Development in Higher
Education.
(Academy Staff)

18. A Compilation and Review of Various Proposals, Task Force Reports,
National Commission Recommendations, and Related Documents.
(Barry W. Schwenkmeyer)

19. Interim Report; Toward An Agenda for a National Planning Effort
in Higher Education.
(Academy Staff)
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20. A Comparison of Six Programs of Federal Support to Education
Analyzed by the American Council on Education.
(James Douglas Brown, Jr. ) 1

21, Interview with Sir John Wolfenden and Professor John Vasey: The
System of Government Support of Higher Education in England.
(James Douglas Brown, Jr. )

22. Factors to be Considered in the Study of Federal Aid to Higher
Education.
(James Douglas Brown, Jr. )

23. College and University Planning: Report on a Joint Study by Colgate
University and the American Foundation for Management Research.
(Robert G. Smith)

Supporting Documents and Reports

1. Summary reports for each of the 70 seminars held for .college and
university presidents and chief planning officers.

2. Summaries of each interview held with members of federal agencies
concerned with education and planning.

3. List of institutions surveyed among the national research community.

4. Records of meetings and related correspondence with executive
officers of statewide coordinating agencies for higher education.

5. Statements bn planning from 18 states in the Federation of State
Associations of Independent Colleges and Universities.

6. Planning documents and statements received from colleges and univer-
sities.

7. Plans and planning statements received from state agencies concerned
with higher-education planning.

8. Plans and planning-related documents from regional higher education
organizations.

9. A proposed Education Act.

10. Collection of articles, printed reports and research documents related
to planning.
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11. Acts, bills, and related legislative proposals related to educa-
tional planning. .

12. Reports on educational planning activities from various foreign
countries, and from international organizations.

13. Policy statements by various agencies and associations on planning
and on the federal role in higher education.

14. A Study of Adult Education in the United States.
(A. A. Liveright)

15. Continuing Education in Institutions of Higher Education: An Over-
view of the Present and a Look at the Future (in preparation)
(A.A. Liveright and David L. Mosconi)

16. The Expansion of Graduate and Professional Education During the
Period 1966 to 1980.
(Alvin C. Eurich, Lucien B. Kinney, and Sidney G. Tickton)

17. Staff work for U.S. Commissioner of Education: Toward Universal
Opportunity for Post-Secondary Education.
(Academy Staff)

18. Staff work for U.S. Commissioner of Education: Those Who Serve
Education: An Overview of the Education Professions.
(Academy Staff)
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CONSULTANTS AND START,'

The consultants' contribution to this report consists of examinations
into particular designated areas of concern; the responsibility for
the final recommendations rests with the officers of the Academy.

Consultants:

Dr. Chester M. Alter, Executive Director, Western Region,
Academy for Educational Development; Chancellor
Emeritus, University of Denver.

Dr. Robert H. Atwell, Vice Chancellor for Administration, The
University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Dr. William J. Baumol, Professor, Department of Economics,
Princeton University.

Dr. Louis Bender, Acting Assistant Commissioner, Office of
Higher Education, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Dr. William G. Bowen, Provost, Princeton University.

Dr. Harvie Branscomb, Education Consultant, Academy for
Educational Development; Chancellor Emeritus,
Vanderbilt University.

Dr. James Douglas Brown, Jr. , Director of Executive Programs,
Graduate School of Business, Columbia University;
formerly Dean, School of Business Administration,
Adelphi University.

.

Dr. Paul G. Bulger, Professor of Higher Education, State
University of New York at Albany; formerly Associate
Commissioner for Higher and Professional Education,
New York State; President, SUNY College at Buffalo.



Dr. Allan M. Career, Chancellor, New York University;
formerly Vice President, American Council on
Education.

Dr. Douglass Cater, Senior Advisor, Academy for
Educational Development; formerly Special Assistant
to the President of the United States.

Dr. Lawrence E. Dennis, Chancellor, Board of Trustees of
State Colleges of Rhode Island; formerly Regional
Representative, Ford Foundation; Director of Com-
mission on Academic Affairs, American Council on
Education.

Dr. Joseph W. Fordyce, President, Santa Fe Junior College.

Dr. Lyman A. Glenny, Associate Director, The Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education,
University of California, Berkeley; formerly Associate
Director, Board of Higher Education, State of Illinois.

Dr. Robert H. Haveman, Research Associate, Resources for
the Future; formerly Senior Economist, Joint Economic
Committee, United States Congress.

Dr. Albert E. Holland, Vice President, Wellesley College;
formerly President, Hobart and William Smith Colleges;
Vice President, Trinity College.

Dr. Eugene H. Kleinpell, President Emeritus, Wisconsin State
University, River Falls.

Dr. Leland L. Medsker, Director, The Center for Research
and Development in Higher Education; Professor of
Education, University of California, Berkeley.

Dr. Ernest G. Palola, The Center for Research and Dev'elopment
in Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley.

Dr. James G. Paltridge, The Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education, University of California,
Berkeley.
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Dr. Alice M. Rivlin, Economic Studies Program, The Brookings
Institution; formerly Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dr. Raymond Schultz, Professor of Higher Education, Florida
State University.

Mr. Roger D. Semerad, Director of Development, General
Computing Corporation; formerly Director, Office of
Federal Programs, American Association of State Colleges
and Universities.

Mr. George M. Walton, formerly Executive Secretary,
Pennsylvania Association of Colleges and Universities.

Dr. James Wattenbarger, Director, Center for the Study of
Higher Education, University of Florida; formerly Director
of Junior Colleges, State of Florida.

Officers and Staff of the Academy Contributing to this Study:

Dr. Alvin C. Eurich, President.

Mr. Sidney G. Tickton, Executive Vice President.

Mr. Rexford G. Moon, Jr. , Vice President and Director of Studies.

Mr. Barry W. Schwenkmeyer, Assistant to the President.

Mrs. Jacqueline Grennan Wexler, Vice President and Director,
International University Studies.

Mrs. Judith Murphy, Executive Program Director and Executive
Editor.

Dr. Jerome E. Lord, Research Associate.

Mrs. Louise Abrahams, Research Associate.

Mr. John W. Malone, Writer.


